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Preface 
The Crystallisation Spectrometer was designed and constructed as the Master of 
Technology project of Philip S. Francis. This document forms the durable visual record of 
the project. 
Chapters 2 to 8 provide the scientific background of the project; its aims, design, 
description, results and references. 
Chapters 9 to 20 detail all the technical information related to the spectrometer that 
one would expect in an manual of a commercial instrument. This includes alignment 
instructions, operating instructions, service information, and all the information required 
to allow other workers in this field to build a duplicate instrument.  
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Summary 
An improved crystallisation spectrometer has been designed, built and tested. It is 
to be used by others to gain new knowledge about the solidification of matter by study of 
the crystallisation of hard sphere colloid samples that are an established model for the 
behaviour of some aspects of atoms. 
In this crystallisation spectrometer, expanded and collimated green laser light is 
Bragg scattered from the colloidal crystals as they form, and the diffracted light is 
focused by a liquid filled hollow glass hemispherical lens onto low cost CCD array 
detectors that are rotated about the optical axis to average the intensities around the whole 
Debye-Scherrer cone of scattered light. The temperature of the sample is controlled to +/-
0.1°, and because of the ability to change the refractive index of the sample particles with 
temperature, this is utilised to control the amount of scattering from the sample 
Also, this spectrometer uniquely exploits the refractive index match of the colloidal 
particles, the solvent, the bath liquid, and the glass used for both the sample bottle and the 
hollow glass hemisphere. 
A unique facility has been incorporated to permit tumbling of the sample prior to 
the measurement commencing to shear-melt any pre-existing crystals. This ensures that 
the sample is completely fluid and is at the correct temperature at the start of the 
measurement. 
The instrument is assembled on an optical table and is computer controlled. 
Results presented show that this new spectrometer with its use of the whole Debye-
Scherrer cone of Bragg scattered light and other enhancements gives insight into the 
crystallisation process more than one order of magnitude of time earlier than previous 
light scattering experiments, providing new knowledge about the crystallisation process. 
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1. Safety considerations 
This instrument has three potentially hazardous aspects beyond those that would be 
associated with any piece of laboratory apparatus using mains power. These are the use of 
a laser that could cause eye damage, the use of a chemical (cis-decahydronaphthalene) 
that could be harmful to health, and heavy moving parts under computer control that have 
the potential to cause injury. 
Laser safety 
The laser used in this instrument has a nominal output power of 10 mW with a 
wavelength of 532 nm. The beam is accessible during set-up and alignment procedures. 
This laser is therefore classified as a Class 3B laser according to Australian Standard 
AS2211 – 1997. This standard describes the safety measures that should be employed 
when using such a laser; follow them! Obviously, avoid letting any specular reflections 
go anywhere they could strike someone’s eyes. Do not wear reflective jewellery, watches 
or buttons when working on the instrument with the laser switched on.  
Chemical safety 
The chemical used for refractive index matching in this instrument is cis-
decahydronaphthalene. A Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for this chemical is 
included in Chapter 20. Read this and follow the recommendations regarding avoiding 
contact with this chemical and avoiding breathing its vapour. 
During measurements the chemical is effectively contained within the instrument. 
When the sample holder is removed from the instrument, it is wet with the chemical and 
should be immediately placed over a beaker to catch drips. If the sample holder is not 
going to be immediately replaced into the sample bath, then it should be placed in a fume 
cupboard and the top of the sample bath covered. 
Mechanical safety 
The curved track and array detectors are heavy items that can move at speed under 
computer control. They have potential to cause injury. Three precautions have been 
implemented to prevent this occurring. First, the control program emits warning beeps 
before rotation commences. Second, the rotation starts slowly and takes about six seconds 
before reaching full speed. Third, during operation the rotating parts are enclosed in a 
light tight box that prevents access. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 
Background 
In 1995, the editor of Nature wrote, “Everybody wants to know more 
about…solidification.”1 Hard sphere colloids are an established model for simple atomic 
fluids and can be used to study the crystallisation process.2 The advantage of using 
colloids is their accessible time scales (crystallisation times of the order of minutes to 
days), and length scales (of the order of micrometres). Laser light scattering techniques 
have been used by a number of authors to study crystallisation of colloids.3-11. As crystals 
form, the incident laser light is Bragg reflected from the lattice planes and the Bragg 
reflections are focused onto array detectors. The time evolution of the Bragg peaks can be 
studied; yielding information about the lattice spacing, the average crystal linear 
dimension and the amount of crystal that has formed. Studying these three parameters as 
a function of time has led to new knowledge about the crystallisation process.4-11 
Project aims 
The main aim of this project is to design and build a new crystallisation 
spectrometer, based on a spectrometer designed by Klaus Schätzel, that extends the time 
scale of these measurement to an order of magnitude earlier times by utilising the whole 
Debye-Scherrer cone of Bragg reflected light rather than just a small part as has been 
used previously. This is achieved by rotating the array detector/s about the optical axis 
while integrating the signal, where the period of rotation is short compared to the 
crystallisation time scale. This technique gives an significantly improved signal to noise 
ratio that permits meaningful data to be collected at least one order of magnitude of time 
earlier in the crystallisation process than has been possible previously. This will lead to 
new knowledge about the early stage of the crystallisation process. The instrument is 
unique in that it uses a hollow glass hemispherical lens filled with a refractive index 
matching liquid to focus the Bragg reflected light from the colloid sample onto CCD 
array detectors. 
A further aim is to improve on the spectrometer designed by Klaus Schätzel by 
adding temperature control. This is very important as the temperature affects the amount 
of scattering from the colloid particles and therefore needs to be controlled to ensure 
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consistent results. Also, it can be used to refractive index match out one of the colloid 
species in binary mixtures, allowing measurement of just the other species.  
The temperature of both the refractive index matching liquid and the sample are 
controlled by the circulation of a temperature control fluid in channels milled into the 
sample bath. For the samples studied here the main effect of varying the temperature is to 
alter the refractive index ratio between the particles and the solvent, which allows control 
over the amount of scattering from the sample. With the use of our custom made colloidal 
particles15 with a refractive index very close to that of the suspending liquid, changes of a 
few degrees in sample temperature significantly alter the degree of the refractive index 
match between the colloidal particles and the suspending liquid. This effect can be used 
to advantage with binary samples, where two species with different radii and slightly 
different refractive indices are mixed. By varying the temperature, the scattering from one 
or other of the species can be matched out, in principle allowing independent study of the 
kinetics of each species of particle in the binary mixture. 
In addition to the temperature control, the design also incorporates a unique facility 
to shear melt the sample in situ by “tumbling” the sample bottle in the apparatus, prior to 
measurement. This is done to ensure that the sample does not experience any temperature 
change prior to measurement by being tumbled in another environment and then 
transferred to the spectrometer as had been done in previous experiments. 
The design also uses new, relatively low cost (but high-resolution) CCD array 
detectors,12 and a Diode-Pumped Solid-State-Laser as the light source. The whole 
instrument is controlled by software that runs on a standard personal computer. 
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3. PREVIOUS DESIGNS 
Diode array
Sample in
 temperature controlled bath
Aperture
Laser
Lens
 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of planer design used previously. 
In the previous design of crystallisation spectrometer 6-8, a laser beam is expanded, 
collimated, and shaped via a square aperture before passing through a flat window and 
striking the colloid sample as shown in figure 1. The cylindrical wall of the glass 
temperature control bath focuses the scattered light onto a focal cylinder where a diode 
array camera is used to study the formation of the Bragg peak as crystallisation proceeds. 
Because only a small arc of the total Debye-Scherrer cone of scattered light is utilised, the 
signal to noise ratio is poor at early times when there are only a few small crystals 
present. 
Another drawback of this apparatus is that the sample must be shear melted by 
“tumbling” on a mixing wheel prior to measurement. As the required bath temperature is 
in the range of 5° - 30° C it is impractical to maintain ambient conditions at the same 
temperature as the bath, so that a temperature discontinuity inevitably precedes most 
measurements. 
Other workers in this field have designed a spectrometer with a solid glass 
hemispherical lens and a custom-made photo-diode array detector that is rotated about the 
optical axis.10, 13 The present instrument introduces several improvements, including 
temperature control, provision of sample tumbling in situ, and increased detector 
resolution. 
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4. THE NEW SPECTROMETER DESIGN 
 
Figure 2. The new crystallisation spectrometer. 
Overview 
In this new spectrometer, expanded and collimated green laser light is Bragg 
scattered from the crystals as they form, and the diffracted light is focused by a 
hemispherical lens onto low cost CCD array detectors that are rotated about the optical 
axis to average the intensities around the whole Debye-Scherrer cone of scattered light. 
The temperature of the sample is controlled to +/-0.1°, and because of the ability to 
change the refractive index of the sample particles with temperature, this is utilised to 
control the amount of scattering from the sample 
Also, this spectrometer uniquely exploits the refractive index match of the colloidal 
particles, the solvent, the bath liquid, and the glass used for both the sample bottle and the 
hemispherical lens (Refractive index data is shown in Appendix 1). 
Prior to the measurement commencing, the sample is tumbled inside the sample 
bath to shear-melt any pre-existing crystals. This ensures that the sample is completely 
fluid and is at the correct temperature at the start of the measurement. 
The instrument, shown in figure 2, is assembled on an optical table and is computer 
controlled. 
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the main parts of the new crystallisation 
spectrometer. 
Optics 
Referring to figure 3, a 10 mW diode pumped solid state laser (L)14 with a 
wavelength of 532 nm is used as the light source.  
The short wavelength, compared to Helium-Neon or (red) diode lasers, is 
advantageous as it shifts the light scattered from the sample to smaller angles and 
compresses the angular scattering pattern, which means that an array detector can cover a 
larger region of Bragg space.  
A variable neutral density filter (ND) is used to adjust the beam intensity to prevent 
detector saturation. 
A beam-expanding telescope (BE) is used to enlarge the beam to about 20 mm 
diameter. An adjustable rectangular aperture (A) is then used to give the beam a square 
cross-section of 8 mm by 8mm to match the shape of the sample volume and to keep the 
beam 1 mm away from the sample cell walls. 
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The incident intensity is monitored with a beam-splitter and photodiode (D1). A 
second photodiode (D2) is mounted on the optical axis near the CCD detectors and is 
used to monitor the intensity transmitted through the sample. Two tiltable mirrors (M1 & 
M2) are used to align the laser optics to the rotation axis of the detectors. A quarter-wave 
plate (WP) is used to make the beam circularly polarised and a flat window admits the 
beam into the temperature-controlled sample bath filled with the refractive index 
matching fluid.  
The liquid filled glass hemisphere (HL) acts as a lens with a focal length of 
93.1 mm and focuses the transmitted light onto the second photodiode, and the light 
scattered from the sample (S) onto the linear array detectors (CCD). 
Note that the focal surface is curved and the array detectors are straight. Appendix 3 
examines the consequences of this. 
A field flattening lens was designed to correct for this, but for the samples studied 
so far, the scattered light pattern features do not require the full resolution of the array 
detectors, so the signals from groups of 4 pixels are combined to further improve the 
signal to noise ratio. This gives an effective pixel width of 56 μm. This is greater than the 
spread of the focussed scattered light at the ends of the array detector due to the array 
detector not being curved, and so a field flattener was not used for the data presented 
here. It may be required for larger particle size samples that will have their scattering 
pattern more compressed at smaller scattering angles and therefore require more 
resolution. 
Because the light strikes the end of the array at an angle of 5.85° (refer to 
Appendix 3), the projected area of a pixel at the end of the array is given by the cos of 
this angle, 0.995 i.e. the projected area is reduced by 0.5%. This is considered 
insignificant and is ignored. 
The non-linearity of scattering angle versus pixel number is similarly only 0.5% and 
is considered insignificant and is ignored.  
The scattering volume is 8mm by 8mm by 10 mm and is therefore not symmetrical 
around the optical axis. This is not important because the colloid particles are so well 
refractive index matched with the solvent that they do not obscure the light scattered from 
other particles. 
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Temperature-controlled Sample bath 
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Figure 4. Cross-section through the sample bath with the sample holder inserted and 
in the measurement position. 
The sample bath is used to maintain the sample temperature while letting the laser 
light pass through the sample. It also acts as a hemispherical lens to focus the light 
scattered by the sample onto the detectors. Figure 4 shows a cross-section through the 
sample bath.  
With reference to figures 3 and 4, the hemispherical lens (HL) forms one side of the 
sample bath (SB). The main body of the sample bath is milled from a block (100 mm x 
100 mm x 50 mm) of aluminium and black anodised. It has internal channels to allow the 
flow of water (W) from a temperature controlled water bath (WB). A 20 mm diameter flat 
glass window (FW) is mounted in a black anodised aluminium plate that forms the other 
side of the sample bath. This window is mounted between o-rings so that it can be tilted 
slightly for alignment. 
Because the glass hemisphere is blown to size, a replacement cannot be guaranteed 
to be the same size. To allow for this, the sample bath has been designed to be able to be 
used with glass hemisphere sizes that range from 80 to 90 mm (internal diameter). Figure 
5 illustrates this. 
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R40.000mm
R45.000mm
 
Figure 5. The size range of the glass hemisphere. 
The sample bath base plate mounting is aligned by 4 epoxy pins that were cast in 
situ and permit removal and re-positioning of the sample bath with high precision. This 
facilitates removal of the bath for cleaning and re-positioning without requiring re-
alignment. The sample bath is filled with the refractive index matching liquid, cis-
decahydronaphthalene (n = 1.48). A Platinum resistance thermometer (PT100) is mounted 
near the sample, providing feedback for the water bath used to circulate water through the 
channels to control the sample temperature. 
Sample bottles 
60
.0
00
m
m
45
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00
m
m
 
Figure 6. A sample bottle before and after modification. 
The colloid samples are held in moulded glass fluorometer cells with screw caps to 
ensure good sealing, as the suspending fluid used is volatile. Viton seals were fitted in the 
caps to have a seal compatible with this fluid as any loss of solvent would alter the 
volume fraction of the sample. 
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These sample bottles are made of low expansion borosilicate glass (LEBG, 
n = 1.48) and have the advantage of not having any fused joins that have been found to 
introduce troublesome reflections. 
These sample bottles were modified by a glass blower to reduce their height from 
60 mm to 45 mm. Figure 6 shows a bottle before and after modification. This reduced the 
space required to “tumble” the sample bottle inside the glass hemisphere. Figure 7 shows 
this.  
 
Figure 7. The space required to tumble the sample inside the glass hemisphere. 
This means that the size of the hollow glass hemisphere can be reduced which has 
several advantages. 
First, it reduces the amount of expensive bath liquid required, and this improves 
temperature control. Second, it reduces the focal length of the hemisphere, which reduces 
the distance to the detector, and more importantly, the size and weight of the curved track 
that supports the CCD array detectors. This also reduces the inertia of the rotating parts. 
Finally, the shorter focal length compresses the angular scattering pattern and this allows 
each linear array detector to collect light from a larger region of Bragg space. 
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Sample holder 
 
Figure 8. The sample holder. 
The sample holder (SH) shown in figure 8, supports the sample cell in the sample 
bath. During measurements, it sits on top of the sample bath with a Viton gasket in 
between, to seal the top of the sample bath and reduce evaporation of the potentially 
hazardous refractive index matching liquid. It also provides adjustment of the sample 
position in three axes. 
The base of the sample holder is made from a 50 mm length of aluminium channel 
with a cross-section about 20 mm wider than the sample bath. 
The sample cell (SC) is held between clear acrylic clips near its cap. These can be 
seen in figure 9. 
An arrangement of a motor/gearbox and mitre gears mounted on the sample holder 
base enables the sample to be rotated end over end inside the sample bath to “shear-melt” 
the sample prior to the measurement commencing. 
 
 
Figure 9. Detail of the sample holder. On the left the clear clips can be seen. The 
lowest part is the LM35 temperature sensor. 
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A reflective optical sensor (mounted adjacent to a small black drum with a white 
stripe on the gearbox output shaft) is used to sense when the bottle is vertical and the 
rotation can be stopped automatically at this point by an electronic circuit.  
Two LM35 temperature sensors are used near the sample. One is mounted on the 
sample holder, as can be seen in figure 9, and the other is mounted in the sample bath. 
When the sample cell is in the measurement position, these two sensors are adjacent to 
diagonally opposite corners of the sample. This enables the sample temperature to be 
measured to 0.1 °C, and provides a check that any temperature difference across the 
sample is less than this. 
The sample holder has a micrometer driven translation stage to position the sample 
in the vertical direction, and the clamping screws that secure it to the top of the bath are 
used to provide lateral position adjustment. 
The sample holder has a motor driven impeller to stir the bath liquid. This can be 
seen on the right in figure 8. To keep the thermal gradient across the sample cell to less 
than 0.1 °C it was found necessary to use a small motor driven impeller to stir the bath 
liquid. This is not surprising given the large surface area of the hemispherical lens 
exposed to the ambient temperature. 
The impeller and “tumbling” motors are driven by brush-less motors to prevent 
ignition of the flammable bath liquid. The motors were chosen to be DC servo types 
(rather than stepper motors) to minimise vibrations that have been shown to affect 
crystallisation rates in colloid samples. 
Hemispherical lens 
A sphere of low-expansion-borosilicate glass was blown to size, then cut in half and 
the outside surface optically polished to a precise hemispherical surface by a local glass-
working company. The exact shape of the inside surface is of little consequence as it is 
refractive index matched within 0.01 with the bath liquid. To allow for the different 
coefficients of thermal expansions of the glass and aluminium, the hollow glass 
hemisphere was mounted with epoxy adhesive to a Viton gasket and this was similarly 
glued to a black anodised aluminium plate. This forms the right hand side of the sample 
bath as depicted in figure 4. 
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Detectors 
The two linear array detectors used are a linear CCD array type, with 2048 pixels 
each. The pixels are 14 μm high and positioned 14 μm apart giving an overall active 
detector length of 28.7 mm. The Australian manufacturer’s model name of these detectors 
is “LARRY 2048” (a contraction of Linear array). Each of these detectors is mounted on 
a small translation stage to allow for focussing. The translation stages are mounted on a 
curved track so that the detectors can be positioned at various angles from the optic axis 
to intercept the Bragg reflections of interest. The curved track is mounted via a bearing to 
allow the track and detectors to rotate about the optical axis. Slip rings are used to pass 
electrical connections to and from the rotating detectors. Enough connections are 
available to permit up to 6 array detectors on the curved track, although to date, only two 
CCD detectors have been used simultaneously. 
It was intended that these be positioned on opposite sides of the curved track, but at 
different angles so that they each intercept different ranges of scattering angles with a 
small overlap to allow the data to be combined. For the samples studied so far, a single 
detector has sufficient range, so the second detector has been positioned at the same angle 
and is used to further reduce noise. 
Other detectors were considered. Initially an Oriel Instaspec III diode array camera 
was proposed as the detector. Compared to the CCD types chosen this would have many 
drawbacks. It is heavy and a large box of driver electronics would have also had to be 
mounted on the rotating parts. Also the sensor is only 12.5 mm long; less than half the 
length of the CCD sensor used. The Instaspec is also very expensive. It would have a 
slightly better signal to noise ratio than the CCD detectors used, but this was considered 
to not outweigh its disadvantages. 
Serious consideration was given to making a custom curved photodiode array by 
surface mounting photodiode chips onto a flexible printed circuit board. However, 
because the narrowest photodiodes available were 0.8 mm wide, the resolution would 
have been poor. During these considerations, the LARRY 2048 low-cost CCD array 
detectors became available. Because these were small, high resolution, long array 
detectors that only required a few connections they were quickly chosen despite their 
slightly worse signal to noise ratio compared to diode array detectors. 
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Signal to noise 
There are several sources of noise to be considered. The most significant is the 
noise due to only a relatively small number of crystals having an orientation suitable to 
produce a Bragg reflection. This figure was unknown until a prototype spherical 
spectrometer was built and the full Debye-Scherrer ring observed. Qualitatively, this was 
a bright ring with many brighter points of light formed by larger crystals. Therefore 
averaging around the whole Debye-Scherrer cone makes the most significant 
improvement to the signal to noise ratio, and that is what this instrument is designed to 
do. 
Another source of noise that was not apparent until the LARRY 2048 CCD 
detectors were used is laser speckle. Unlike the diode array detector used previously that 
had pixels 25 μm by 2000 μm, the LARRY 2048 CCD detector pixel size of 14 μm by 12 
μm is comparable with the speckle size. When the CCD detectors are rotating and 
integrating the light this is soon averaged out. However, it is quite obvious when the 
detectors are stationary and is a nuisance when optimising the focus of the detectors. 
During this operation it is most easily removed by spinning a clear plastic disk in the 
beam near the laser to randomly deviate the beam very slightly and average out the 
speckle. 
The third source of noise is from the detector. In general, CCD detectors are known 
to have signal to noise characteristics that are worse than diode array detectors. The 
process of transferring the signal from one pixel to another in a “bucket brigade” fashion 
gives rise to an extra noise component compared to diode array detectors, referred to as 
readout noise. However, this noise is not significant compared to the other sources of 
noise mentioned above. 
The manufacturer does not give a signal to noise specification for the LARRY 2048 
CCD detectors. One of these detectors was provided on loan for evaluation but without 
any analogue to digital converter or software as the LARRY 2048 CCD detectors can also 
be used with just an oscilloscope. A qualitative measurement was done and the signal to 
noise ratio of the LARRY 2048 CCD detector was not obviously worse than the Instaspec 
diode array detector. Given the LARRY 2048 CCD detector’s other advantages of small 
size, more than twice as long sensor length and fewer connections it was decided to 
purchase a LARRY 2048 CCD detector for further evaluation and subsequent use in this 
instrument. 
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Detector rotation 
The curved track is rotated by a pulley and toothed belt driven from a large stepper 
motor. This was chosen to have sufficient torque to allow the detector assembly to be 
operated in a reciprocating mode in case this is required. The motor is controlled by a 
commercial microprocessor stepper motor controller. This permits micro-stepping control 
and is interfaced via an RS170 serial link to the computer. The microprocessor is 
programmable with direction, acceleration, speed, step resolution, number of steps and 
deceleration parameters. A sequence of operation was programmed and stored in non-
volatile RAM in the controller. This is activated by sending a character (“G” for go) from 
the computer via the serial link. 
Electronics 
A 100kHz 12-bit analogue to digital converter mounted in the computer is used to 
read the data from the detectors into the personal computer that is used to control the 
instrument. Signals from the two LM35 temperature sensors and the two intensity 
monitoring photo-diodes are amplified by a circuit designed and built using TC911 auto-
zeroing op-amps and digitised by a second 12-bit analogue to digital converter also 
mounted inside the computer. The temperature readings are compared with a calibrated 
thermometer and corrected in software. 
Another circuit was designed and built to control the motor used to tumble the 
sample and to stop the tumbling with the sample in a vertical position. 
Circuit diagrams and descriptions are included later in this document. 
Software 
The data acquisition control program was written in “SpectraScript”, a language 
used within the “SpectraSolve” software provided by the LARRY 2048 CCD detector 
manufacturer (Lastek Pty Ltd., Adelaide S.A. 1). This software permits real-time control 
of the data acquisition while running under the “Windows 95” operating system. This 
environment is also well suited to the data analysis routines required and so is used for 
that also.  
A SpectraScript program was initially provided by Lastek Pty. Ltd. from a flow 
chart that I provided. This program did not work as intended. The code was stripped 
                                                 
1 Also marketed by Oriel Corp., Stratford, CT., USA as “LineSpec” 
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down to the bare essentials needed to get spectra from the CCD detectors and built up 
again from there. There were several timing issues that had to be tested and resolved. The 
supplied program was useful in providing examples of code, some which were not 
documented in the manuals. The final program flow charts and code are included later in 
this document. 
 
Timing issues 
The Windows 95 operating system makes precise timing control of hardware 
difficult. The operating system has many processes running concurrently. Each of these 
may generate interrupts that will cause the processor to execute interrupt routines that will 
delay the program. The SpectraSolve software uses a DLL (Dynamic Linked Library) 
function to control the LARRY 2048 CCD detectors. This provides reasonably precise 
timing of the data acquisition from the two CCD detectors used. Even so, the accumulated 
timing errors of reading each CCD thirty two times (as happens at each data collection 
time interval) results in a final timing uncertainty of about +/- 90 ms. This gives rise to an 
uncertainty in the angular position of the last of the thirty two acquisitions of  +/- 2.5°. 
Timing of the individual data acquisitions is also affected by mouse movements and 
also depends on what sorts of windows are open eg. SpectraSolve Zoom windows use 
more processor time and will slow operation. Hence, while data is being collected the 
mouse and keyboard should not be operated, and the windows displayed should not be 
changed in any way. 
As for the timing of the sets of data acquisitions, several timing functions that are 
included in SpectraScript were tried to find which gave the most precise timing control of 
the data acquisition. None were accurate enough, so a function that returns the time from 
the computer’s real time clock was used. This also was a problem because the computer’s 
clock also turned out to be inaccurate. An accurate real time clock card was found and 
added to the computer. This is accurate to 1 second per day.  
Material compatibility 
Long term solvent compatibility tests were carried out to find suitable materials and 
adhesives for the construction of the sample bath and sample holder. 
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Suitable plastic materials were found to be PTFE (Teflon), nylon, acrylic and 
fluoro-polymer (Viton). Suitable adhesives were found to be cyano-acrylate (Super-glue) 
and epoxy. Silicone adhesives would seal but were found to eventually swell to many 
times their original volume. 
Laser on/off switching 
As the crystallisation process slows with time, data collection cycles are 
programmed at increasing time intervals that may be of the order of hours. To prolong the 
life of the laser, after each measurement cycle is completed the computer switches the 
laser off. It is switched on again several minutes prior to the next measurement cycle 
beginning, to ensure it has stabilised before the next data collection cycle commences. 
There is also a minimum off-time parameter in the program so that when the time 
between data collection intervals is very short the laser remains on. 
5. THE MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 
A measurement of the crystallisation process consists of measuring the scattered 
light distribution at certain times. These times are set in an array. At each of these times a 
measurement cycle is executed. 
Before commencing a measurement run, the sample is “tumbled” for several days 
on a mixer wheel to “shear-melt” any pre-existing crystals. The sample is then transferred 
to the sample holder. This is then lowered onto the sample bath and rotated 90° to bring 
the sample into position at the centre of the hemisphere. The sample is then “tumbled” 
inside the hemisphere for several hours to thermally equilibrate. The “tumbling” motor is 
then set to stop the sample in the vertical position and the control computer triggered to 
start a measurement run. 
The measurement cycle 
The laser is switched on for several minutes prior to the measurement cycle 
commencing, to allow it to warm up and stabilise. At short time intervals the laser 
remains on. 
The actual measurement cycle commences with the sending of a character (“G”) to 
the microprocessor that controls the stepper motor used to rotate the detectors. 
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The CCD array detectors are then rotated about the optical axis for three 
revolutions. The first half of a revolution is used to accelerate the detectors up to speed. 
During the next revolution one of the CCD detectors takes 32 measurements of array 
intensities, each with an integration time of 390 ms. Each measurement is an integration 
of the intensity over one thirty-second part of a revolution. During the next revolution, the 
second CCD detector takes its 32 measurements. Then half a revolution is used to slow 
the detectors to a stop.  Thus thirty-two sets of data are collected for each detector for 
each time step. 
The 32 sets of data are taken to see if there is any systematic variation of intensity 
around the optical axis that would indicate the presence of any preferred crystal 
orientations within the sample. This effect has been reported by Heymann et al.10 We find 
no evidence of this effect with this spectrometer and the samples studied thus far. 
The detector rotation speed was chosen to be thirteen seconds per revolution. This 
speed was chosen as a compromise between being fast enough that the measurement 
cycle time is insignificant compared to the rate of crystallisation but not so fast that 
inertia of the detector assembly is a problem. A measurement cycle consists of three 
revolutions of the detectors. So one measurement cycle takes 39 seconds compared to the 
crystallisation process, which is of the order of hours to days. 
The analogue values of temperature from T1 and T2 sensors and intensity from the 
D1 and D2 photodiodes are read and incorporated into the commentary text associated 
with the data while the microprocessor decelerates the detectors during the final half a 
revolution. Then, if the time till the next measurement cycle is greater that the laser 
minimum off time, the laser is switched off to prolong its life. The data file is then saved 
to the computer’s hard disk. The cycles are repeated until all measurement times have 
been completed. 
Typically the colloid particles studied have radii of the order of 100-500 nm. For a 
particle with a radius of 310 nm, and given the laser wavelength of 532 nm, the main 
Bragg peak occurs at 37° from the optical axis. The minimum width of the main Bragg 
peak at the detector is of the order of a few mm or a few hundred pixels. The data sets are 
dark count corrected and scaled according to pixel sensitivity calibration data collected 
previously. These are then saved to the computer hard drive along with a time stamp, the 
T1 & T2 temperature readings and the D1 & D2 monitor photodiode intensities. 
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This measurement cycle is repeated at programmed times, over several days, until 
the crystallisation process is essentially completed.   
6. DATA ANALYSIS 
The data analysis for the data presented in this document was carried out  by 
Stephen Martin using methods similar to those used by Harland et al 6, 7. According to 
this method, the raw data is divided by the data taken at zero time and then multiplied by 
the Percus-Yervik structure factor to obtain the fluid-crystal structure factor.  
With the assumption that the sample is still totally in the fluid phase at the first time 
step, this data is taken to be the fluid contribution to the structure factor. As it is only the 
crystal structure factor that is of interest, the fluid contribution to the structure factor 
needs to be eliminated. It is assumed that the total structure factor is a linear combination 
of the fluid and crystal structure factors. 
The data analysis process is illustrated in figure 10 and described overleaf. 
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Figure 10. Graphs showing the method of data analysis. 
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Figure 10a shows the initial fluid phase structure factor along with a structure factor 
at a later time containing both fluid and crystal contributions. Within the experimental 
window, the fluid curve is multiplied by a value chosen such that the fluid structure factor 
just touches the later time structure factor, but does not exceed it at any value of qR 
(figure 10b). As the amount of fluid in the sample diminishes over time as crystals form 
and grow, the multiplication factor must be calculated individually for each time step. 
The multiplied fluid structure factor is then subtracted from the total structure factor 
(figure 10c).  
The crystal structure factor still contains some noise, due in part to uncertainties in 
the fluid subtraction, but mostly due to a small amount of multiple scattering. The Bragg 
peak is therefore defined to be twice the area to the right side of the peak bounded by the 
local minimum as shown in figure 10d. A gaussian function is then fitted by the least 
squares method over the range indicated in figure 10d. This avoids the fit being 
influenced by the region near the left minimum, where there may still be some 
broadening of the peak due to uncertainties in the fluid subtraction. Polynomial fits up to 
the 6th order were also tried, but a gaussian provided the best fit. From the gaussian fit, the 
peak position, the full width at half-maximum and total peak area are evaluated to 
measure the average crystal properties at that particular time step. 
7. RESULTS 
The project has met all of its aims. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the advantages of the 
new spectrometer. The graphs shows the time dependent data from a single run using the 
new instrument (triangles), together with a single run using the old instrument (circles). 
Figure 11 shows the Bragg peak width versus the log of reduced time, τ = t/tB, where tB is 
the characteristic Brownian time for the particle size used. Figure 12 shows the Bragg 
peak position versus the log of reduced time. The peak width and peak position are given 
in units of qR, where R is the particle radius, and q is the scattering vector, 
q = 4πnsin(θ/2)/λ, where n is the refractive index of the solvent, θ is the scattering angle, 
and λ is the wavelength of the laser light in vacuum. 
In both cases it is clear the new instrument provides significantly better data. Not 
only is the noise considerably lower, but useful data can be collected more than one order 
of magnitude earlier in time. The same sample was used for both sets of data in Figures 
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11 and 12, and where the data overlap there is good agreement. In Figure 12, the data 
from the new spectrometer has been offset vertically by 0.01 qR for clarity. 
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Figure 11. Comparison of Bragg peak width data from the old and new 
spectrometers. 
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Figure 12. Comparison of Bragg peak position data from the old and new 
spectrometers. 
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9. ALIGNMENT PRINCIPLES 
First, the curved track is adjusted to be symmetrical about the rotation axis to within 
+/- 5 μm. 
Then the beam path is aligned. Although the beam path is folded, it is most simply 
thought about by imagining it unfolded and firstly just considering the laser and the axis 
of rotation of the detectors. We want the laser beam to coincide with this axis of rotation. 
The axis of rotation of the detectors is fixed in position and angle. Therefore we are 
concerned with the position of the laser beam in two transverse axes and its orientation in 
two angles; four degrees of freedom have to be aligned. Experience has shown that this is 
most conveniently achieved by the use of two x/y tiltable mirrors between the laser and 
the axis of rotation. These are referred to as M1 and M2 respectively.  
These mirrors also conveniently raise the beam axis height, from near the table (at 
the laser), to the height of the axis of the detectors.  
The axis of rotation can be defined by a plane normal to the axis and a point that 
lies along the axis. The plane is found by temporarily mounting a small mirror onto the 
rotating curved track near the pivot. This mirror is adjusted until a laser beam that strikes 
it is reflected without deviation as the curved track is rotated. The mirror then defines the 
plane. The normal to this mirror is parallel to the axis of rotation. A narrow carrier is 
mounted next to this small mirror to allow the small mirror to be slid aside and returned 
to its position accurately. The point is defined by fitting a rod that has a small hole 
concentrically drilled into it, into the centre of the pivot of the curved track. 
So, with the small mirror moved aside for the moment, M1 is first adjusted to make 
the laser beam hit the hole in the rod. Then the small mirror is replaced and M2 is 
adjusted to reflect the laser beam from the small mirror back to the laser exit aperture. 
This process is repeated until no further adjustment of M1 or M2 is required. This gives 
us a line that defines the optic axis of the instrument. 
The sample bath is then mounted in position and translated in three orthogonal axes 
to position its hemisphere at the centre of the hemisphere described by the curved track as 
it is rotated. 
This is done by using a dial gauge mounted on the curved track to measure 
deviations in the distance between the curved track and the glass hemisphere as the 
curved track is rotated. Because of small imperfections in the hemisphere and the curved 
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track, measurements are done at several positions along the curved track for several 
rotational positions and the errors minimised. 
The flat window of the sample compartment can be tilted with respect to the sample 
compartment. This is adjusted to put the back-reflection from this window very close to 
the laser beam exit aperture. It is important that back-reflected beams do not re-enter the 
laser as they can cause instabilities of the laser intensity. 
Other optical components are easily aligned to this beam by aligning their back-
reflections and minimising their deviation of the transmitted beam. 
The quarter-wave plate is similarly aligned with respect to the axis. Its orientation 
about the axis was adjusted to minimise transmitted laser intensity variations as a 
polariser was rotated in front of a light meter. 
The CCD detectors have small translation stages to allow them to be positioned at 
the focus of the hemispherical lens. A small mirror can be inserted into the sample 
compartment to reflect the beam to an angle of interest and the CCD detectors moved 
back and forth to give the narrowest peak width. This is complicated by the fact that the 
detector pixels are comparable to the laser speckle size, giving a very noisy looking 
output when stationary.  This makes it necessary to move the detectors during focussing 
to average out the speckle noise or to use a clear spinning disc in the optical path near the 
laser to very slightly wobble the beam and average out the laser speckle. 
The collimation by the laser beam expander is adjusted by matching the width of 
the beam just after an aperture, and at a large distance and checking that there is no focus 
in between. 
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10. ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE 
Symmetry of the Curved Track 
The curved track should be symmetrical with respect to its axis of rotation. Rotate 
the curved track until one side is close to the table and use a dial gauge to measure the 
distance from the table to the curved track. Rotate the curved track 180° and measure the 
distance from the table to the other side of the curved track. If necessary, loosen the track 
mounting screws and adjust it until these two distances are equal. 
M1, M2 
1. Remove the sample holder from the vat. Place it over a beaker (or some other suitable 
stand) and put it in a fume cupboard. 
2. Remove all the detectors from the curved track. Place them aside. Tape up the 
detector cables so that they don't flop around when the curved track is rotated. 
3. Remove the vat. Undo its 4 screws and lift it straight up. It may be a bit tight, as it has 
to slide up 4 epoxy alignment pins. Put the vat onto the table near the IMS motor 
power supply. Use one of its screws to clamp it to the table so that it cannot be 
knocked over. 
4. Remove the rectangular adjustable aperture from the beam path. 
5. Remove the beam expander from the beam path. 
6. Adjust M1 so that the narrow laser beam strikes the centre of the cylindrical 
aluminium target in the pivot of the curved track. 
7. Mount an adjustable iris diaphragm into the rod holder mounted just after the variable 
neutral density filter. Adjust its position so that it is centred on the beam. Close its 
size down to the minimum that lets the laser beam through uninterrupted. 
8. Mount a small x/y tilt adjustable mirror onto a narrow carrier. Place this onto the 
curved track and slide it to the centre near the pivot. Adjust the mirror so that the back 
reflected laser beam as viewed on the iris diaphragm does not move as curved track is 
rotated 180°. (The curved track bends a little under its own weight as it is rotated so it 
is not possible to completely eliminate some beam wander as the curved track is 
rotated.) This means that the small mirror is perpendicular to the axis of rotation of 
the curved track. 
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9. Mount another narrow carrier onto the curved track from the far side. Slide it towards 
the centre until it touches the carrier with the mirror. This will be used as a reference 
position so that the mirror can be moved away and back to the same position again.  
10. Adjust M2 to get the back reflection back through the iris diaphragm. 
11. Move the mirror aside and adjust M1 to centre the beam onto the target again. 
12. Replace the mirror and adjust M2 to put the back-reflected beam on axis again. 
13. Repeat the above steps until the back-reflected beam is centred on the aperture and is 
still centred on the aperture when the curved track is rotated through 180°, and the 
beam is centred on the target when the mirror is moved aside. The beam is now 
aligned with the axis of rotation of the curved track. The sensitivity of this alignment 
is of the order of  +/- 1 mm over the distance of 800 mm which is equal to 0.07° or 4 
arc minutes. 
14. Remove the iris diaphragm and replace the beam-expanding telescope. 
 
Translating the telescope vertically or horizontally changes the position of its bright 
centre region on the target. Angle adjustment of the telescope changes the angle of its 
beam relative to the axis. 
 
15. With the small mirror in place again, position the telescope to simultaneously obtain a 
circular bright region on the target (with the iris diaphragm open) and to get a coaxial 
back reflection (with the iris at minimum size). If tilt is required, use spacers placed 
under one side of the telescope rod holder. 
 
The expanded beam is now aligned with the axis of rotation of the curved track. The 
sensitivity of this alignment is of the order of  +/- 1 mm over the distance of 600 mm 
which is equal to 0.10° or 6 arc minutes. 
 
16. Replace the vat. Tighten its mounting screws; be particularly careful not to let the hex 
ball driver touch the glass hemisphere when tightening the front screws. 
17. Replace the rectangular adjustable aperture. If necessary adjust its position to get a 
symmetrical patch of light on the target. Ensure that it is open as far as it can be. Use 
a small screen centred on the target to assist judging the symmetry. 
18. Switch the laser off. 
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Beam collimation. 
1. Remove the glass beam-splitter (for the incident intensity monitor photodiode) from 
the beam. 
2. In its place mount a good quality flat mirror (in the expanded beam just after the 
rectangular adjustable aperture). Direct the beam to a screen as far away as practical 
(at least a few metres). Measure the beam size close to the mirror and compare this to 
the size on the screen. Adjust the beam expander to get the beam spots the same size. 
Check that the beam is not focussed anywhere between the mirror and the screen by 
moving a small screen between the mirror and the distant screen. 
3. Remove the flat mirror. 
4. Replace the glass beam-splitter. 
 
Concentricity of the glass hemisphere. 
A dial gauge is used on the curved track to measure the distance to the glass hemisphere 
at various angles around the curved track and at various angles of rotation of the curved 
track as follows: 
 
1. Switch the IMS motor off. 
2. Ensure that the water hoses and cables are not pulling the vat translation stages away 
from their micrometers. 
3. If necessary, remove all the detector/s on one side of the curved track. Tie the cable 
up, out of the way with tape. 
4. Mount the dial gauge onto the curved track. Carefully lower the dial gauge so that its 
tip is close to the glass hemisphere. 
5. Use the knurled screw to move the dial gauge closer to the glass hemisphere until it 
touches. Slide the dial gauge to 0° and adjust it so that its tip just touches the glass 
hemisphere and it always contacts the same point as the curved track is rotated. 
6. Slide the dial gauge unit to 70°. Gently push and pull the end of the curved track to 
measure the backlash; it should be about 10 μm. 
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7. Make sure that the dial gauge (and the detector on the opposite side of the curved 
track) can be rotated around the glass hemisphere without hitting any mounts. Slide 
the dial gauge unit to a smaller angle if necessary. 
8. At the first angle of interest eg 50°, rotate the outer rim of the dial gauge so that zero 
of the scale is aligned with the pointer. 
9. Rotate the curved track by hand to place the dial gauge on the opposite side of the 
glass hemisphere. Read the dial gauge. Translate the sample bath to halve the reading. 
Repeat this process for the vertical direction. Check at other angles. 
Detector Focus Adjustment 
1. Mount a cylindrical diverging lens horizontally after the square aperture (so that it 
spreads the light vertically). The flat surface of the lens should face away from the 
aperture to minimise aberration. 
2. Turn the laser on. 
3. Adjust the aperture and the position and orientation of the lens so that the beam is 
biggest but still centred on the lens and goes completely through the lens. This can be 
done by looking at the back reflection of the beam from the lens back onto the 
aperture. 
4. Put a neutral density filter of density 2 (ND2) in front of the beam expander; change 
the Variable ND to minimum (maximum transparency). 
5. Take the sample holder out of the vat. Rotate the curved track to the horizontal 
position (the ‘normal’ starting position). 
6. Put a small piece of paper as a screen at the curved track to get the image of the light 
spot. You should see a bright vertical thin line at the position where the focus should 
be. 
7. Put a front surface mirror (mounted on a thin aluminium rod that is bent to the shape 
that will put the mirror in the middle of the vat) into the vat. Hold the rod with a 
clamp stand. 
8. Move one detector to an angle of interest. 
9. Adjust the mirror orientation so that the beam hits the middle of the detector window 
and the height of the beam focus (bright line image) is centred in the middle 
(vertically) of the detector window. 
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10. Use a small piece of paper as a screen and put it next to the surface of the vat and 
adjust the position of the mirror by moving the stand around to make the back 
reflection from the detector window coincide with the incoming beam. This means the 
mirror is at the centre of the vat. (Based on the assumption that the detector window is 
a tangent to the curved track.) 
11. Turn the variable ND to minimum transmission. 
12. Run the SpectraScript program RealTime.ssp with runMode = 3 (focusing) and set 
calibratedLarry to the Larry used (1 or 2). Open 3 zoom windows. One is for the 
whole picture of the spectrum, one is set such that it looks at only the middle section 
near the peak, the other one is for spectrum No. 3, which shows the FWHM of the 
peak. 
13. Run the program with a suitable integration time to give the peak value about 1500 - 
1800 for a second then stop it (terminate the program, not interrupt it). 
14. Use the mouse cursor on the first zoom window to find the range of the peak. Choose 
a suitable range, not too small so some movement of the peak sideways is acceptable, 
but not too large (to save running time.) Enter the range into 2 variables in the 
program; peakstartCh for the start and peakEndCh for the end. 
15. Re-run the program. Adjust the focus while looking at spectrum No. 3 so that the 
value of FWHM of the peak is minimised. Since the depth of focus is relatively long 
(about 1-2 mm), it’s best to note the two extreme positions where the minimum value 
of FWHM is just achieved, then adjust the focus to the middle of those two positions. 
Note down this setting as the correct focus adjustment and any other information if 
appropriate, eg the depth of focus, maximum value of FWHM when going through 
the whole range of adjustment, etc. 
16. Check the focus at other angles of interest. 
Important notes: 
This procedure should be done separately for each detector.  
Note that when changing the detector position, the range of the peak MUST be revised 
and changed accordingly in the program script. This is very important because if the 
range is false, then the result of the program is meaningless or misleading. If any change 
is applied to the program script, the script must be terminated and re-run. Pausing the 
program script and then using resume, doesn’t take the new changes into account. 
When moving the detectors from one arm to the other of the curved track, the mirror 
needs to be taken out, and the holding rod bent to the new shape in order to put the mirror 
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in the new orientation at the same position. Therefore it is more convenient to focus both 
detectors at different angles on one arm, then bend the aluminium rod and focus both 
detectors on the other arm. 
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11. OPERATION 
The sample to be measured should first be tumbled on a mixer wheel and then 
allowed to crystallise. This is used to check that the final intensities scattered by the 
sample will not saturate the detectors and to have an idea of the crystallisation time 
(Before the measurement takes place the sample will again be tumbled for some 
considerable time to ensure that no crystals remain.) 
To place the sample into the bath, we first have to remove the sample holder from 
the bath as follows: 
 The impeller motor is raised by releasing its clamp, grasping the motor and lifting 
it up as far as it can go. It is then held in this position by being supported by a split 
cylinder that is placed around the impeller shaft. The D9 connector and the temperature 
signal connectors are both unplugged. The two screws that clamp the sample holder to the 
sample bath are loosened and undone until they no longer protrude on the inside. The 
whole sample holder is then rotated 90° clockwise (looking from above) and then lifted 
straight up and off the sample bath. It should then be placed on top of a beaker to catch 
any bath liquid that could drip from it. 
 If necessary the cis-decahydronaphthalene in the sample bath is topped up and any 
trapped air bubble is removed with a syringe. 
The crystallised sample is then placed into the clear acrylic clips so that the bottle 
cap rests on the top of the clips. The sample holder is then placed back onto the sample 
bath (inserting the sample bottle into the bath) and rotated 90 ° counter clockwise to bring 
the sample into position at the centre of the glass hemisphere. The sample position can be 
adjusted by sliding the sample holder back and forth and left and right on the sample bath. 
The laser is switched on at its power supply. Ensure that the expanded laser beam passes 
through the sample without hitting the sidewalls by adjusting the rectangular aperture. 
Measure the aperture width and height for reference. The sample holder clamping screws 
are then tightened. 
The room is then darkened and the detectors slid along the curved track to intercept 
the part of the scattered light pattern of interest. The variable neutral density filter is then 
adjusted to ensure that the light pattern causes sufficient signal at the CCD detectors but 
will not saturate them. Record the intensity signal level by connecting a voltmeter to the 
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D1 output of the amplifier. (Make sure to use the same integration time as will be used in 
the data collection run.) 
The black light-shielding box is placed over the sample bath and detectors to keep 
out stray light. The Tumbling controller is switched to “on” and its “start” button pressed 
to commence tumbling the sample in the sample bath for an hour or so, to ensure that it is 
at the same temperature as the sample bath. 
 
While this is happening, a couple of checks should be made: 
1. That there is sufficient water in the water bath. 
2. That there is sufficient hard disk space to acquire the data. 
 
The control program, “ VatCtrl.ssp” is started on the computer. Measurement 
parameters such as the data filename and measurement cycle times are entered into the 
SpectraScript program. 
The sample tumbling is stopped by switching the tumbling controller to “Stop”. The 
sample will complete the current rotation and then come to rest in a vertical position. 
Wait 30 seconds for the sample fluid to settle, then press the “Enter” key on the computer. 
At this time the first data acquisition cycle will commence. From then on a countdown 
timer is displayed on the computer screen indicating the time until the next data 
acquisition cycle and also displaying the sample temperature monitor readings from T1 
and T2 sensors. 
While data is being collected the mouse and keyboard should not be operated, and 
the windows displayed should not be changed in any way as these things can affect the 
data collection timing accuracy. 
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12. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTIONS 
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Figure 13. Circuit diagram of tumbler control unit. 
Refer to Fig. 13 above. This circuit is used to enable the tumbler motor to tumble 
the sample and then to stop the sample in a vertical orientation when switched to “STOP”. 
It uses a reflective type of optical sensor mounted near a small drum on the output of the 
gearbox shaft on the sample holder. The small drum has a white stripe painted on it to 
indicate when the sample is near vertical. 
IC1 is the reflective optical sensor. Initially, assume that the sample cell is in a 
vertical position that corresponds to the white region aligning with the sensor. R1 limits 
the current through the IR emitting LED. The light is reflected from the drum onto the 
photodiode in the sensor, causing it to conduct. R2 limits the current to about 1 mA. The 
comparator, IC2, has its reference input, pin 2 held at approximately 1/3 of the supply 
voltage by R3 and R4. With the photodiode conducting, pin 3 of the comparator is pulled 
low. This causes the output of the comparator, pin 7, to go high. R5 provides positive 
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feedback to the comparator, giving it hysteresis to prevent re-triggering on any noise 
present. 
The output of the comparator is used to clock the dual D-type flip-flop (only one 
half is used in this circuit). R6 is used to tie the clock input of the flip-flop high. 
Initially the run/stop switch is in the stop position, grounding the data and set inputs 
of the flip-flop. The push-to-start switch is in parallel with the stop switch (on the set 
input), so operating this switch now would have no effect. Likewise, when the run/stop 
switch is set to the run position nothing happens until the push-to start switch is pressed. 
This allows R8 to pull the s input high, setting the flip-flop. Its Q output on pin 1 goes 
high, enabling the tumbler motor. The tumbler motor’s speed is controlled by the voltage 
it gets from the power supply shown in the lower part of the circuit diagram, which is a 
standard 3 terminal regulator power supply using a LM317 adjustable voltage regulator 
with VR1 used to set the output voltage. Capacitors, C1 to C6 provide filtering and 
stability. Diodes D1 and D2 protect the regulator from reverse voltages. 
As the tumbler motor turns, a black region will pass the detector. The output of the 
sensor goes high and the comparator output goes low. The flip-flop retains its state. The 
white region would then pass the sensor as before and so on, as the drum (and the sample) 
rotates. 
When the rotation is to be stopped, the run/stop switch is set to the stop position, 
again grounding the set and data inputs of the flip-flop. The flip-flop will not change state 
until the clock input goes high, so the drum continues to rotate until the white region is 
again in view of the sensor. The flip-flop then changes state and the Q output goes low 
stopping the motor. 
 The motor does not stop instantaneously but the alignment of the sample 
orientation relative to the drum’s orientation is set to allow for this. 
 
Note that this alignment has to be reset for different tumbling speeds. This is simply 
done by stopping the rotation of a sample with the circuit as described above, and then 
loosening the grub screw that locks the sample clips to the final shaft, orientating the 
sample in a vertical position and re-tightening the grub screw).  
 
The circuit is powered from a 12 volt DC plug-pack power supply. This is regulated 
down to +5 volts by a 3-terminal 5 volt regulator, IC5. 
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Figure 14. Circuit diagram of the amplifiers. 
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Figure 14 shows the circuit diagram of the amplifiers. The signal from the two 
photodiodes, D1 and D2, and the two LM35 temperature sensors, T1 and T2 are 
amplified in this unit before being read by the DAS08JNR Analogue to Digital converter 
in the computer. The Photo diode signals are converted from currents to voltages with 
selectable gain from 0.1 V/μA to 104 V/μA. The voltages from the two temperature 
sensors are amplified by a factor of 10. All four amplifiers are built into the one unit that 
has a connector to link with the DAS08JNR A2D card. It also has a switchable monitor 
output so that a voltmeter can be used to monitor any of the four signals. 
All four amplifier circuits use a TC911 chopper stabilised operational amplifier. 
These have extremely low input offset bias currents that obviate any need to have a zero 
offset adjustment. 
The two photo-diode amplifiers use a trans-conductance configuration with 
switchable feedback resistor/capacitor combinations. 
The two temperature amplifiers use a non-inverting amplifier configuration each 
with a trim-pot to enable the gain to be accurately adjusted to a factor of ten. 
The unit also incorporates a circuit to interface between the digital output of the 
A2D card and the laser power supply. This uses a transistor and reed relay circuit.  The 
amplifiers are powered by a +/- 5 volt supply using three terminal regulators. A 9 Volt 
positive supply was left over from a previous use. 
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13. SPECIFICATIONS 
Laser wavelength 532 nm 
Laser power 10 mW nom. 
Laser polarisation Linear 
Laser warm up time 3 min. 
Laser intensity instability (after warm up) < 0.5% over 24 hours 
Laser beam pointing instability < 0.1 milli-radians over 24 hours 
Polarisation at sample Circular 
       Variation <1% 
  
Detector wavelength response 350 –1000 nm 
Detector number of pixels 2048 
Detector pixel height 14 μm 
Detector pixel width 12 μm 
Detector pixel spacing 14 μm 
Maximum detector rotation speed ~30 rpm  
Actual detector rotation speed ~ 4.6 rpm (13 sec/rev) 
  
Glass hemisphere design limits 80 –90 mm I.D.  
Wall thickness design limits As blown, but assumed to be 2 – 4 mm 
  
Actual glass hemisphere diameter 89.4 mm O.D.   86 mm I.D. 
Actual hemisphere focal length 93.1 mm 
Actual Focal hemisphere radius 137.8 mm 
  
Refractive index of LEBG 1.477 (514.5 nm, 20 °C) 
Temperature coefficient of RI 3 x 10-6 /°C 
  
Refractive index of cis-
decahydronaphthalene 
1.484 (514.5 nm, 20 °C) 
Temperature coefficient of RI - 4.5 x 10-4 /°C 
  
Design temperature range of instrument 5 – 30 °C 
Temperature inaccuracy of sensors (after 
correction by software) 
<0.1 °C 
  
Accuracy of measurement times Determined by the computer’s Real Time 
Clock (with the PCRTC card used:-  +/- 
0.5 sec/day =  better than 1 part in 105 
  
Angular accuracy of the last of the 32 
time slices 
+/- 2.5° 
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14. PARTS LIST 
Item Manufacturer Model Price 
Optical table Oriel 10988 $3920 
Rail, 24” Oriel 11522 $318 
Laser Uniphase MicroGreen4301-010 $8301 
Laser beam expander Oriel 15261 $1964 
Variable ND filter Edmund Scientific 43,765 $329 
Variable rectangular aperture Ealing 53-1137 $423 
Filter holder 2”x 2” Oriel 12650 $132 
Photodiode RS 305-462 $9 
X/Y adjustable mirror mount Oriel 14001 $146 
Mirror Lastek  $25 
Rod Oriel  $15 
Mirror Lastek  $25 
Rotatable optic mount CVI 1100-10 $149 
Quarter wave plate (multiple order, 
532 nm) 
CVI 532nm, multiple 
order, 25.4 mm dia. 
AR coated 
$545 
Translation stage Oriel 16021 $440 
Translation stage Oriel 16021 $440 
Vertical translation stage (inch) Oriel 16611 $1359 
Bracket  11820 $166 
CCD detectors LARRY 2048 MkII (2 
off) 
Lastek Larry2048 $4640 
   $0 
Cross feed carrier 1 Oriel 11685 $251 
Cross feed carrier 2 Oriel 11685 $251 
Waterbath circulator Haake F3-C $7400 
Light shielding boxes K. Pham & S. Martin Black foamcore $50 
   $0 
Pivoted Curved Track RMIT Applied Physics 
Workshop 
77 man hours $0 
Slip rings (24 connections) Litton Precision 
Products 
AC4898-24 $398 
Stepper motor RS 440-470 $226 
Pulleys (2 off) Gates Powergrip 20L $24 
Toothed belt Gates Powergrip 225L $6 
Ball bearings (2 off) NSK 6805V $28 
Stepper motor controller Innovonics PK4831 $1054 
RS232 cable Innovonics  $30 
Tumbler controller K. Pham/P. Francis   
D1, D2,T1 & T2 Amplifier P. Francis   
Total cost of above components   $33,064 
    
COMPUTER Software & hardware    
Computer PC World P200 16MB 2.1GB $740 
Windows ‘95 PC World  $120 
Zip drive PC World Zip100INT $165 
Real Time Clock card  PCRTC $314 
Custom hardware to operate 2 Larry 
detectors 
Lastek LAS-HI (As 
specified) 
$1000 
Custom software Lastek SSWIN – CUS (As 
specified) 
$3100 
SpectroSolve for Win95 Lev.4  Lastek SSW4 $2092 
100KHz Analogue to digital converter Lastek LADC500 $935 
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card 
Analogue to digital converter card Scitech CIO-DAS08Jnr $215 
Total cost of computer ware   $8,681 
SAMPLE BATH    
Sample bath RMIT Applied Physics 
Workshop 
80 man hours @ 
$30/hr 
$2400 
Elbow, swivel, QSL 1/8” to 
8mm(water connection) 
Festo 153048 $5 
Elbow, swivel, QSL 1/8” to 
8mm(water connection) 
Festo 153048 $5 
Gasket   $20 
O-rings (2)   $10 
Flat window H. Groiss  20 x 1 mm, 1λ flat $22 
Glass hemisphere H. Groiss As specified $1100 
O-ring cord (Viton )   $30 
PT100 temperature probe RS 158-985 $59 
Connector, line plug, 2 pin (PT100) Lemo FFAOS302 CLAC 37 $15 
Connector, line socket, 2 pin (Pt100) Lemo PCAOS302 CLLC37 $14 
Temperature sensor National 
Semiconductor 
LM35 $1 
Connector Line plug 3 pin (LM35) Lemo FFAOS303CLAC42 $17 
Connector Line socket 3 pin (LM35) Lemo PCAOS303CLLC42 $16 
cis-decahydronaphthalene Sigma  $980 
PT100 temperature probe RS Components 158-985 $64 
Total cost of  Sample Bath   $4,758 
    
SAMPLE HOLDER    
Sample holder base P. Francis/App. 
Physics Workshop 
10 hrs @ $30/hr $300 
Acrylic clips P. Francis Acrylic sheet 0.5 mm $10 
Nylon screws RS Components  $8 
Mitre gears (2 off) RS Components 749-777 $15 
Impeller motor (brushless DC, 12 V 19 
x 35 mm) 
Minimotor SA 1935 $164 
Tumbler motor: Brushless, servo, 8800 
rpm @ 15V 
RS Components 719-013 $187 
Gearbox 800:1 RS Components 719-079 $88 
Reflective opto-sensor RS Components 301-606 $9 
Translation stage, side drive 1.25” Edmund Scientific A38,971 $242 
Right-angle bracket RMIT Applied Physics 
Workshop 
4 hrs @ $30/hr $120 
Temperature sensor National 
Semiconductor 
LM35 $5 
Connector Line plug 3 pin (LM35) Lemo FFAOS303CLAC42 $17 
Connector Line socket 3 pin (LM35) Lemo PCAOS303CLLC42 $16 
Impeller P. Francis  $5 
Connector D9 RS Components  $8 
Total cost of sample holder   $1,194 
    
SAMPLE BOTTLES (10 off) Spectrocell RF1010T $940 
Modification (10 off) H. Groiss As per sample $250 
Seals (punched out from sheet) P. Francis Viton sheet 1.2 mm 
thick 
$50 
Total cost of sample bottles   $1,240 
    
TUMBLER CONTROLLER    
Case Jaycar   
Switch Jaycar   
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Knob Jaycar   
Comparator IC RS Components LM311  
D Type flip-flop RS Components 4013  
Diode, D1 Jaycar 1N4004  
Diode, D2 Jaycar 1N4004  
Capacitor, C1 Jaycar 1000 μF  
Capacitor, C2 Jaycar 0.1 μF  
Capacitor, C3 Jaycar 10 μF  
Capacitor, C4 Jaycar 1 μF  
Capacitor, C5 Jaycar 0.047 μF  
Capacitor, C6 Jaycar 0.1 μF  
Potentiometer, VR1 Jaycar 1K  
Resistor, R1 Jaycar 180R  
Resistor, R2 Jaycar 5K6  
Resistor, R3 Jaycar 22K  
Resistor, R4 Jaycar 10K  
Resistor, R5 Jaycar 270K  
Resistor, R6 Jaycar 1K2  
Resistor, R7 Jaycar 12K  
Resistor, R8 Jaycar 12K  
Resistor, R9 Jaycar   
Total cost of components for 
tumbler controller 
Jaycar  $58 
    
AMPLIFIER    
Case Jaycar   
S1 Jaycar SP6T rotary  
S2 Jaycar SP6T rotary  
S3 Jaycar SP4T rotary  
IC1 RS Components TC911  
IC2 RS Components TC911  
IC3 RS Components TC911  
IC4 RS Components TC911  
IC5 Jaycar 7809  
IC6 Jaycar 7805  
IC7 Jaycar 7905  
BR1 Jaycar 1Amp  
Q1 Jaycar PN100  
D1 Jaycar IN4004  
RL1 Jaycar D31A3100  
T1 Jaycar 7.5-0-7.5, 1A  
C1 Jaycar 100uF  
C2 Jaycar 100uF  
C3 Jaycar 10uF  
C4 Jaycar 1uF  
C5 Jaycar 0.1uF  
C6 Jaycar 10nF  
C7 Jaycar 1nF  
C8 Jaycar 1uF  
C9 Jaycar 100uF  
C10 Jaycar 100uF  
C11 Jaycar 10uF  
C12 Jaycar 1uF  
C13 Jaycar 0.1uF  
C14 Jaycar 10nF  
C15 Jaycar 1nF  
C16 Jaycar 1uF  
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C17 Jaycar 10uF  
C18 Jaycar 10uF  
C19 Jaycar 1000uF  
C20 Jaycar 1000uF  
C21 Jaycar 1uF  
C22 Jaycar 0.1uF  
C23 Jaycar 0.1uF  
R1 Jaycar 100R  
R2 Jaycar 1K  
R3 Jaycar 10K  
R4 Jaycar 100K  
R5 Jaycar 1M  
R6 Jaycar 10M  
R7 Jaycar 100R  
R8 Jaycar 1K  
R9 Jaycar 10K  
R10 Jaycar 100K  
R11 Jaycar 1M  
R12 Jaycar 10M  
R13 Jaycar 1M  
R14 Jaycar 18K  
R15 Jaycar 2K2  
R16 Jaycar 4K7  
R17 Jaycar 1M  
R18 Jaycar 18K  
R19 Jaycar 2K2  
R20 Jaycar 4K7  
R21 Jaycar 3K3  
BNC connectors x 11 Jaycar Panel mount  
D9 connector Jaycar D9  
Total cost of components for 
amplifier 
  $76 
    
MISCELLANEOUS PARTS    
Viton sheet  12” x 12” x 1/16” $210 
Plastic tubing (clear PVC), 10 m  5/16” $7 
Plastic tubing (to connect water with 
sample bath), 10 m 
Festo PUN8 $25 
Anodising   $65 
Screws  ¼-20 x cap head $60 
Computer switchbox Jaycar Mon, K/board, mouse $35 
Keyboard ext. cables Jaycar 5 m $8 
Monitor ext. cables Jaycar 3 x 2 m $23 
Serial ext. cables Jaycar 5 m $14 
Thermometer –5 to50° (NATA cal.)  526.10942 $317 
Ultra narrow carrier (inch) Oriel 11647 $105 
Rod holders, 4” Oriel 14432 $75 
Rod holders, 3” Oriel 14422 $70 
Rod holders, 2” Oriel 14421 $60 
Inductors (22uH, 0.74 Ohms) RS Components 240-501 $1 
Inductors (47uH, 2 ohms) RS Components 240-501 $1 
Total cost of miscellaneous parts   $1076.00 
 
Cost estimate for ARC proposal = $76,660 
Total cost of all components     = $50,174 
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15. CONNECTOR WIRING LEGENDS 
Sample Holder D9 
Pin Wire colour Signal  
    
1 Brown1 Ground  
2 Orange1 Motor direction (cw/ccw)  
3 Green1 +5 Volt logic supply and power for stirrer motor  
4 Orange2 Reflective sensor, LED anode vi(pin 3)  
5 Green2 Reflective sensor ground (pin )  
6 Red1 Tumbler motor Vm  
7 Yellow1 Tumbler motor Start/stop  
8 Blue1 Tumbler motor pulse signal  
9 Yellow2 Reflective sensor  
    
DAS-08JNR A2D card D37 connector to Amplifier D9 connector wiring: 
Signal D37 Wire colour D9 Connection 
Analogue i/p 0 1 Red 1 BNC AN 1 
Analogue i/p 0 2 Grey 2 BNC AN 2 
Analogue i/p 0 3 Violet 3 BNC AN 3 
+5 Volts 32 Light green 9 Used for LED 
& relay 
Analogue 
ground 
20 Shield 5 Ground 
Digital ground 36 Dark green 5 Ground 
Digital i/p 0 24 Yellow 7 BNC Digital 
i/p 
Digital o/p 0 9 Orange 8 3K3->PN100-
>relay->BNC 
Digital O/P-
>Laser on/off 
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16. MECHANICAL DRAWINGS 
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Figure 15. Sample bath - main body. 
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Figure 16. Sample bath - o-ring groove detail. 
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Figure 17. Sample bath - flat window detail. 
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Figure 18. Sample bath - water channel and connection detail. 
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Figure 19. Curved track. 
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Figure 20. Track offset mount. 
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Figure 21. Bearing tower and motor mount. 
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Figure 22. Axle with slip ring mount. 
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17. APPENDICES 
Appendix 1 – Refractive index of cis-Decahydronaphthalene and LEBG 
RI Decalin & LEBG vs. Temperature (514 nm)
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The refractive index measurements of cis-Decahydronaphthalene were done by 
Dr. Juergen Muller, while at the Colloids Laboratory in the Applied Physics Department 
at RMIT. 
A single value of the refractive index of Low Expansion Borosilicate Glass has 
been taken from the Newport Research catalogue, 1998. Schott Glass Pty. Ltd. Have 
provided a value of 3 x 10-6 /°C for the temperature coefficient of refractive index of 
LEBG (private communication). 
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Appendix 2 – Algorithm used in RealTime.ssp to calculate the FWHM: 
Set the maxValue = 0, maxChannel = 0 
Iterate through all pixels in the range, if the value at any pixel is larger than 
maxValue, then assign maxValue with that new value, also assign maxChannel = the 
current channel that has that value. 
After the iteration, the value in maxValue is the maximum value in the range, 
maxChannel stores the channel number at which the max value is found. 
Set leftCh = left end of the range. 
Iterate from the left end of the range to maxChannel. Stop at the first channel that 
has a value greater than half of the maximum. Set leftCh = that channel. 
Set rightCh = right end of the range. 
Iterate from the right end of the range back to maxChannel. Stop at the first channel 
that has a value greater than half of the maximum. Set rightCh = thatchannel. 
Then the FWHM = rightCh - leftCh. 
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Appendix 3 - Curved field and flat detector. Is a field flattening lens required? 
The instrument uses flat CCD detectors that are 28.7 mm long to detect the curved focal 
surface formed by the hemispherical lens. The radius of the curved focal surface, 
Consider the hemisphere of radius 45 mm directing light onto the CCD detector of length 
        =     45      +   95 
        =         140 mm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The worst case is at the either end of the CCD detector. 
Let the angle that the ray that hits the edge of the detector with respect to the optic axis be 
θ. 
Now consider a beam that is 10 mm wide being focussed to the edge of the CCD detector: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
hemisherehemispherecefocalsurfa frr +=
140
45
θ
28.7
140
2
7.28
tan =θ o85.5=θ
θ
45
10
α
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Calculate α, the half-angle that the light from the edge of the 10 mm wide beam makes 
with the ray that hits the edge of the detector. 
Magnify the view close to the CCD detector: 
 
 
Consider the black triangle above: 
 
 
 
The height of the right hand side of this triangle, x, is half the width of the beam at the 
end of the CCD detector. 
 
Redraw these triangles and exaggerate the angles for clarity: 
 
45140
2
10
tan −=α
o01.3=α
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We know α and θ, so we need to find the base length, l so we can calculate h1 and h2 and 
then find x,    x = h1 - h2 
 
Calculate the base length, l: 
 
Calculate h1 : 
 
Calculate h2 : 
 
 
So, the half-width of a 10 mm wide at the edge of the CCD detector is 39μm. Therefore 
the beam is double this width, 78μm. 
Each pixel is 14μm wide, and they are grouped in lots of 4, making the effective pixel 
width = 56μm 
Since 78μm is only 1.4 times the effective pixel width of 56μm, no field-flattening lens is 
required while pixels are grouped in lots of 4.
140
140cos l−=θ
o85.5=θ
mml 729.0=
729.0
tan 1h=θ
o85.5=θ
o85.5=θ o01.3=α
( )
729.0
tan 2h=−αθ
mmh 0361.02 =
μ39
0386.0
0361.0047.0
21
≈
=
−=
−=
mm
hhx
mmh 0747.01 =
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Appendix 4 – Is spherical aberration a problem? 
Because the beam that is focussed by the hemisphere has a finite width, spherical 
aberration will cause the marginal rays to focus slightly closer than the nominal focus. 
Assuming that the detector is situated at the nominal focus, the marginal rays will form a 
spot of radius, y at the detector. Hence, calculate the spread of the marginal rays at the 
detector in terms of the effective pixel size to see if it is significant. 
 
First calculate the paraxial focus: 
 
Using the lens makers formula for thin lenses: 
( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−=
21
1111
rr
n
f
 
For this case, ∞=2r , rr =1 , so this reduces to: 
r
n
f
11 −=  
 
1−= n
rf  
 
For a solid hemisphere of outside radius, r = 45 mm and refractive index, n = 1.48, 
The paraxial focus, 
f = 93.75 mm 
 
 The paraxial focus is this distance from the surface of the hemisphere to the focus. So the 
paraxial focus is 93.75 + 45 = 139.75 mm from the centre of the hemisphere. 
 
Now consider spherical aberration: 
Let the outside surface of the hemisphere have radius, r 
And the marginal ray is parallel to the axis at a distance, d, from the axis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This ray makes an angle, θ, with the normal to the surface. 
d θ
n 1
r
r
φ
n 2
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r
d=θsin   
so, 
r
darcsin=θ  
 
 
This marginal ray is refracted to angle φ from the normal to the surface. 
From Sneer’s law, 
 
2211 sinsin θθ nn =  
 
 
Substitute φ for θ2 , and n2 = 1 (for air) and rearrange and we have 
 
 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=
r
dn1arcsinφ  
Now find x, the distance from the centre of the hemisphere to where the marginal ray 
crosses the axis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
θtan1
dx =                         ( )θφ −= tan2
dx  
 
Substituting for θ and φ, 
 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
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r
d
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arcsintan
1                 
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φ
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21 xxx +=  
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Check, 
 
  R = 45 mm (the design hemisphere radius) 
 n1 = 1.48   (cis-decahydronaphthalene) 
  d = 2 mm 
 
  x = 138.5 mm, which is a little less than the distance of the paraxial focus from the 
centre of the hemisphere, as expected. 
 
 
 
Now consider the height of the small black triangle in the diagram below. This is the 
focal spot radius of a marginal ray, distance d from the axis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Redraw this triangle larger and label the focal spot radius y, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
x
f
φ−θ
f-x
φ−θ
y
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( )
xf
y
−=−θφtan  
 
Substitute for α and rearranging gives us,  
 ( ) ( )( )θφ −−= tanxfy  
 
Now to see the distribution of intensity at the focus:  
Remember that the expanded laser beam has fairly uniform intensity because the beam is 
first expanded to about 20 mm diameter and is then limited in size by the adjustable 
aperture to about 10 mm across. 
Consider 10 axial beams of different radii, such that the cross-sectional area of each 
annulus (and the central circle) is equal. This means that each contains a similar amount 
of laser power. If we calculate the radius of the focal spot for rays coming from the edge 
of each annulus, and calculate the height of each point so that the area of a rectangle 
drawn under each point is equal, this will give us the intensity distribution at the focus.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Create an Excel spreadsheet to calculate the focal spot radius for each annulus, use this to 
graph the intensity distribution of the focus with a 5 mm radius beam hitting the sample. 
 
 
 
Remember that the CCD pixels (each 14 μm apart) are grouped in lots of 4 making the 
effective pixel width equal to 56 μm. 
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The graph shows that approximately half the power falls within a radius of 24 μm, i.e. 
about one effective pixel width, and that about 85% of the power fall within the width of 
two effective pixels. 
When the detector position is adjusted to produce the narrowest peak, the position of the 
detector will be slightly less than the paraxial focus distance, improving the situation 
somewhat. 
Also be aware that the narrowest Bragg peak for the samples studied thus far is of the 
order of 50 effective pixels. 
 
Hence spherical aberration is only just significant for a beam diameter of 10 mm, 
reducing the resolution by less than a factor of two.  
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 Appendix 4 - Modification to Larry CCD detectors to remove noise. 
When two Larry detectors were wired for master slave operation as instructed by their 
supplier, Lastek Pty. Ltd., a periodic noise was evident on the displayed data. See figures 
below. 
 
Noise as seen with Lastek custom software and hardware. Lower (black) trace is the 
Master Larry o/p: 
 
 
 
 
 
The following screen shot was with the ccd.ssp program; No 1 is the Master Larry o/p: 
 
 
 
 
Apparently there was noise being coupled via the power supply. The problem was 
removed by fitting 22 μH inductors to the  +5 Volt supply in the Larry master/slave 
detectors. These inductors (RS 240-501) have a resistance of 0.74 Ohms. The LARRY 
draws only a few mA so the voltage drop across the inductor is not significant. 
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18. VatCtrl PROGRAM FLOWCHART 
 
      Parameters are edited in the SpectraScript window 
 
 
      The program is run. 
 
 
 
      Variables are initialised & arrays dimensioned. 
 
 
 
      For use by the program. 
 
 
 
 
  
                                   
      Ensure data file names haven’t been used previously. 
                                                           
                                                                                                                          
      
 
 
 
      All scans are timed from here. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      An array to convert angles to qR 
 
 
 
      Load dark count & intensity uniformity spectra. 
 
 
      Initialise the stepper motor microprocessor. 
 
 
      These are used to display spectra as they are acquired. 
 
 
 
      This is the fluid data that will be subtracted later. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      So that the user can see how long till next scan. 
 
START 
Init Variables 
Reserve spectrum 
memory 
Check filenames 
User confirms parameters 
User changes parameters 
Switch Laser on 
Start timer 
Calc. Scan times 
Calc. PercusYevic 
Save qR 
Load correction spectra 
Init. motor 
Display dump & 
zoom windows 
Take Scan 0 
Process 1st data set 
Display Time-till-
next-scan window 
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      Yes 
 
 
 
 
          No 
 
 
 
     Yes 
 
. 
        No 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
        Add time, temperatures & D1, D2 data 
 
 
 
        In SpectraSolve dump & zoom windows 
 
 
 
 
       Yes 
 
 
 
 
 
   No 
 
 
Get Temperature data 
Calculate Time till 
next Scan 
Calculate Elapsed time 
Update Time & 
temperatures in 
window 
Elapsed Time 
>=Time of Scan 
 ScanNo = ScanNo+1 
STOPP 
Scan No 
>= Num of 
Scans? 
Switch laser off 
Close program 
TimeTillNextScan<=
LaserWarmUpTime? Laser On 
TakeScan 
AssembleData 
DisplayData 
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       Send command character “G” to IMS motor controller. 
 
 
       Delay to allow motor to get up to speed (1/2 rev) 
 
 
       Get 32 data “slices” from each LARRY CCD 
 
 
       Get T1, T2, D1 & D2 data 
 
 
 
             Yes 
 
 
       No 
 
       Switch laser off if time till next scan > Laser min. off time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       Integration time for each slice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       Collect 32 slices from LARRY No 1. 
 
 
       Delay to let 2nd LARRY get to position (1/2 rev). 
 
 
 
 
 
       Collect 32 slices from LARRY No 2. 
 
 
TakeScan 
Warning Beeps 
Run motor 
Delay 1 
GetData 
Get Aux data 
Last scan? Return 
LaserOffMaybe 
Return 
GetData 
Ti = 390 
Init. variables 
LaRRY = 1 
Fire1 
Delay2 
LaRRY = 2 
Fire2 
Return 
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This subroutine was written by MA of Lastek to utilise the Virtual 
Device driver (VxD) supplied by them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Yes 
 
           No 
 
 
 
 
 
          32 times 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fire 
Print Fire1 
or 
Fire2 
ConnectVXD 
SetDisableOption 
SetTimeOption 
SetTime 
SetEnable 
EnableNotify 
Event 
Beep 
Start Accum. 
Get Accum. No. 
Accum.< 32? 
Beep 
LoadSlice 
RETURN 
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Switch  MUX to 
channel 1 
Get Temperature Data 
For I = 3,4 
Read Hi & Lo byte 
Calc Analog Sig 
Convert to Analog Volts 
Calc "Average" -> DataSum 
Calc Temperature 1 & 
Temperature 2 
(Print Analog Val) 
RETURN 
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      This subroutine is run approx. every 200 ms. 
 
 
 
      It gets the date/time string from the computers Real Time Clock. 
 
 
 
      The sting is converted to numbers. 
 
 
 
      The date is extracted. 
 
 
 
        Yes 
 
            No                         Yes 
 
 
                No 
         This is necessary in case the duration 
         Of the experiment crosses a month end. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       Convert the date, hours, minutes and seconds to seconds. 
 
 
 
 
 
Days = Date + NumDayPrevMonth 
COUNT SECONDS 
(This runs every 200 mS) 
NumDaysPrevMonth = 
Days
Get date, time string 
from RTC 
Convert string to 
numbers 
Calculate Date 
Prev. date >= 28? 
Date = 1?
Prev date =  Date 
Calc Total Seconds 
RETURN 
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19. PROGRAM LISTING 
 
// VatCtrl.ssp  
 
/////////////////////////////// User parameters:- ///////////////////////////// 
 
 generalComment$   = "Sample SM24 - 0.5203 -host  xl60 guest wvm7 at 
2.53(w/w)% 15C - by sm 30-10-2001" 
 L1RawDataFilename$ = "SM24raw_L1_06.spc" 
 L2RawDataFilename$ = "SM24raw_L2_06.spc" 
 Larry1DataFilename$= "SM24proL1_06.spc" 
 Larry2DataFilename$= "SM24proL2_06.spc" 
 saveUncompressedData  = 0    // 0=don't save; 1=save with the 
following filenames 
 unCompressL1filename$ = "SM24L1_06u.spc"  // for Larry1 
 unCompressL2filename$ = "SM24L2_06u.spc" // for Larry2 
 
 L1TimeTempfilename$ = "SM24L1data_06.spc"  
 L2TimeTempfilename$ = "SM24L2data_06.spc" //files to save time and 
temperature data for each time step in both detectors.  
  
// If the same time interval is required during the whole experiment, set 
NumOfScans2 = 0 
 
 ScanInterval1 = 150  // Seconds for first set of scans 
 NumOfScans1 = 220 //  Not counting the time zero scan, no. of scans with 
first time interval 
 
 ScanInterval2 = 1000 // Seconds for second set of scans 
 NumOfScans2 = 200 //  no. of scans with the second time interval 
 
 NumOfScans = NumOfScans1+NumOfScans2 
 
 phi =  0.5203 //volume fraction of sample 
 d = 2*320e-9 //diameter of particles (in metre) 
 theta1 =38 //angle at centre of detector array of Larry1, in degrees 
 theta2 =38 //angle at centre of detector array of Larry2, in degrees 
   
 cutSliceStart = 22 // set equal to 2 and 3 to include all slices 
 cutSliceEnd = 23 // cutSliceStart and cutSliceEnd set the range of the 
slices to be ignored when the data is averaged. They are the number of the slice 
before and after ignored section. 
 
 cutOffFreq=20  // cut-off frequency used in Fourier smoothing of 
1st data set 
 //polyOrder = 10 // order of polynomial fit to 1st data set 
 
  
/////////////////////// Altered to suit NEW A2D card - DAS08/Jnr///////////// 
// Uses SPEC32.EXE (Fix 27/7/1998) which handles arrays properly - 23/9/98 
 
 
 
// ----- added by Khoa 
 
// Check if the data file exists before saving - 11/01/99 
// Modify TakeScan subroutine - 12/01/99 
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// Modify AssembleData and SaveData subroutines, data now saved as 2 separate 
sets, one for 
// raw data, one for integrated data. - 13/01/99 
// Time of each scan is now saved as comments in each set of spectra, 
// time 0 is when ENTER key pressed at the start of the program. 
// Add reflecting data spectra from detector 2 to the correct X-direction 
(CompressData)-15/01/99 
 
// Normalize data with smoothing the first data set -  
// Using Percus-Yevick structure factor in normalizing - 01/02/1999 
// Apply dark count and sensitivity correction for both detectors - 12/02/1999 
// Linearize output data - 19/02/1999 
 
 
// !!!!!!!   Stephen's Changes  !!!!!!! 
 
// Changed Assemble data routine so the user can specify for some of the slices to 
be ignored in the averaging of scans - 2/07/1999 
// Added code to save time and temperature data at each time step for both 
detectors - 9/07/1999 
// Changed time of scans array so the time step between scans can be changed at 
one point during the experiments. This will allow small time steps to be made at 
the start, and larger time steps made towads the end if the experiments - 
4/08/1999 
 
//*************************Begininning of Program***************************** 
 
// Other parameters:- 
MotorCmd$ = "G" 
Delay = 0 // Used to slow down the readout during testing, use 50000 
Delay1 = 9700    // 6350 mSec - Time from motor start till data collection 
starts 
Delay2 = 5680   // 5680 mSec - Time between first and second Larry data 
collection 
LaserMinOffTime = 300  //Seconds        Laser should not be switched off if the 
next scan is within this time 
LaserWarmUpTime = 60 //Seconds, Switch laser on this many seconds before the 
next scan commences 
NoToAv = 100 // Number of temperature readings averaged for display 
  // Time taken is approx (0.7 * NoToAv) + 55 mS 
  //100 usually takes about 110 mS but can take up to 165 mS, 
  // so use 200 mS in SETTIMER function -> timing accuracy of 200 mS 
 
// Initialse variables:- 
DIM TimeOfScan(NumOfScans) 
scanNum = 0 
DIM dataTime(2);  // time when data taken, one for each detector, used in GetData 
and SaveData 
TimeTillNextScan = 0 
Days = 0    // Initialise values used in the CountSeconds 
routine 
PrevDate = 0 
NumDaysPrevMonths = 0 
TotalSeconds = 0 
LaserStatus = 0 // 0 = Off,  1 = On 
DIM AnalogVolts(4);DIM AnalogCoef(4);DIM AnalogVal(4);DIM DataSum(4) 
AnalogCoef(1) = 1;AnalogCoef(2) = 1;AnalogCoef(3) = 1;AnalogCoef(4) = 1 
// Auxillary A2D card base address = 320 Hex 
AUXA=0x320;AUXA1=AUXA+1; AUXA2=AUXA+2; AUXA3=AUXA+3;AUXA4=AUXA+4 
Temperature1 = 0;Temperature2 = 0 
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numOfSlices = 32 // number of slices taken by one detector; 
      // ie number of azimuthal angles per detector, each 
detector collects 1 rev. 
correctSpecFileName$="LarryCorrection5.spc" 
 
 
//===================**********************======================== 
//              RESERVED SPECTRA 
// 
reservedSpec = 987 
// all spectra from this number up to the allowed max (currently 1000) are 
reserved to 
// be used by special functions. They MUST NOT be used for raw data and 
preprocessed data. 
// All special spectra within this reserved area MUST be declared and initialize 
below here so it is easy to 
// keep track of them inside the program 
 
// this spectrum will be used to truncate the 2 ends of data spectra since the 
first and last few pixels 
// of the detectors don't work properly. 
// This spectrum is used in CompressData subroutine. 
maskSpec = reservedSpec+0 
SPEC0 = maskSpec   // initialize spectrum 
LEN0 = 0; 
LEN0 = 2048 - 128  // throw away 64 pixels at each end of the raw data set. 
STEP0=1 
START0=65      // this spectrum starts at 65 to 2048-128 (total of 1920 
values will be used) 
SPECTRA SPEC0 = SPEC0+1  // Initialize all values to 1. This will be 
multiplied into the source spectra, 
COMMENT0$ = "maskSpec"  // see CompressData subrountine for more details. 
 
polySpec = reservedSpec +1 // spectrum containing the coefficients of a 
polynomial fit 
PY1spec=reservedSpec+2  // spectrum containing the Percus-Yevick structure 
factor for Larry1 
PY2spec=reservedSpec+3  // spectrum containing the Percus-Yevick structure 
factor for Larry2 
 
// 2 dark count spectra and 2 sensitivity spectra used to correct raw signal from 
detectors. These spectra were measured separately and are now loaded from file 
'correctSpecFileName$' 
larry1DarkCountSpec = reservedSpec+4 
larry2DarkCountSpec = reservedSpec+5 
larry1SensitivitySpec = reservedSpec+6 
larry2SensitivitySpec = reservedSpec+7 
// spectrum contains corresponding values of qR for each pixel in Larry1 and 
Larry2, initialized in SaveQR subroutine. 
qRL1Spec = reservedSpec+8 
qRL2Spec = reservedSpec+9 
 
L1Time = reservedSpec+10  //stores time data for larry 1 
L2Time = reservedSpec+11  //stores time data for larry2 
Tempdata = reservedSpec+12 //stores temperture data 
Intensitydata = reservedSpec+13 //stores laser intensity 
SPEC9 = L1Time 
LEN9 = 0; LEN9 = numOfScans 
SPEC9 = L2Time 
LEN9 = 0; LEN9 = numOfScans 
SPEC9 = Tempdata 
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LEN9 = 0; LEN9 = numOfScans 
SPEC9 = Intensitydata 
LEN9 = 0; LEN9 = numOfScans 
 
//=========================================================== 
 
baseSpec = reservedSpec - 2*numOfScans -1 
// all the time data from 2 detectors is saved in spectra from this number 
(baseSpec) up to the one before 
// reservedSpec 
// ie. time t1, detector 1 --> spec = baseSpec + 1 
//     time t1, detector 2  --> spec = baseSpec + 2 
//     time t2, detector 1 --> spec = baseSpec + 3 
//     time t2, detector 2  --> spec = baseSpec + 4 .... 
 
firstSet = 2*numOfSlices 
// all data collected at the first time (t=0) will be stored here to normalize 
subsequent data 
// ie. I(phi=1,theta, t=0) --> spec = firstSet + 1 
//   I(phi=2,theta, t=0) --> spec = firstSet + 2 .... 
 
 
 
//*****************************PROGRAM START*********************************** 
 
// Turn laser on first, leave it some time to warm up. 
// When the sample stops tumbling press ENTER and the experiment will commence. 
GOSUB LaserOn 
GOSUB CheckDataFileNames 
GOSUB Confirm 
PRINT "\nWait for laser to warm up. Press ENTER to start the experiment..." ?key$  
// wait for ENTER key 
BEEP 
GOSUB StartTimer // initialize initialTime, this is the time origin used for the 
whole experiment 
       // all times stored in data files are offsets from 
this time. 
 
GOSUB CalcScanTimes 
GOSUB CalcPercusYevick 
GOSUB SaveQR 
GOSUB LoadCorrectionSpec 
GOSUB InitMotor 
 
PRINT "\n", 2*2*numOfSlices+2*numOfScans, " data spectra used out of ", AMOUNT, " 
available" 
GOSUB DisplayWindows        // Opens up dump and zoom windows, put them in 
the right place 
GOSUB TakeScan              // Scan No. 0 
GOSUB ProcessFirstDataSet 
 
GOSUB TimeWindow 
 
WaitNext: 
 elapsedTime = TotalSeconds-InitialTime //totalSeconds is updated every 200ms 
in CountSeconds 
 
 timeOfNextScan = TimeOfScan(scanNum+1) 
 TimeTillNextScan = timeOfNextScan - elapsedTime 
 
 GOSUB GetTempData 
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 CONTROL VBX,delay_disp,SET,"Value",TimeTillNextScan 
 CONTROL VBX,T1Disp,SET,"Value",Temperature1 //Update display of 
temperature T1 
 CONTROL VBX,T2Disp,SET,"Value",Temperature2 // and T2 
 CONTROL SHOW 
 //PRINT "\nTime till next Scan = ",TimeTillNextScan," Seconds" 
 
 IF TimeTillNextScan <= LaserWarmUpTime;GOSUB LaserON 
 IF elapsedTime >= timeOfNextScan;scanNum=scanNum +1;GOSUB TakeScan;GOSUB 
AssembleData;GOSUB DisplayData; 
 IF scanNum >= NumOfScans;GOSUB LaserOff;PRINT "\n***** FINISHED! *****";GOTO 
CloseProgram 
 
 
 
GOTO WaitNext 
 
CloseProgram: 
 
GOSUB saveTimeTemp 
 
PRINT "\nPress ENTER to close down", ?key$ 
// close all child windows 
CLOSEWINDOW DUMP 
ATTACH ZOOM 1 
CLOSEWINDOW ZOOM 
ATTACH ZOOM 2 
CLOSEWINDOW ZOOM 
STOP 
//**************************** END OF MAIN PROGRAM ***************************** 
 
//Subroutines:- 
 
TakeScan:  //************************************************************ 
GOSUB WarningBeeps 
GOSUB RunMotor 
GOSUB Delay1  //Wait for motor to get up to speed 
GOSUB GetData  //32 time slices using VxD for both Larrys 
GOSUB GetAuxData //read 4 analogue inputs, Intensities, Int1& Int2 & 
Temperatures, T1 & T2 
 
IF scanNum >= NumOfScans; RETURN 
 
// update timeTillNextScan to be used in LaserOffMaybe 
elapsedTime = TotalSeconds - InitialTime 
timeOfNextScan = TimeOfScan(scanNum+1) 
TimeTillNextScan = timeOfNextScan - elapsedTime 
GOSUB LaserOffMaybe // If the time till next scan > Laser min off time calls 
LaserOff 
//PRINT "\ntotal sec = ", totalSeconds, " - initialTime = ", totalSeconds-
initialTime 
RETURN 
 
InitMotor: //****************************************************************** 
PRINT "\nInitialise the IMS motor controller" 
//PRINT "\nSend the command, space, to the IMS motor" 
OPENCOM 2,9600,8,1,NONE,XONXOFF AS #3 
com$ =" " 
PRINT #3,com$,%13 //send string to com port 
for j=1,5000 
next 
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RETURN 
 
LaserOn: //****************************************************************** 
IF LaserStatus = 1; RETURN 
PRINT "\nSwitch Laser ON" 
OUTPORT AUXA3,1 
LaserStatus = 1 // used to stop laser being "switched on" for each loop of 
WaitNext 
PRINT "          - Done" 
RETURN 
 
StartTimer: //****************************************************************** 
PRINT "\n Start timer " 
GOSUB CountSeconds    // Run this once to initialise values 
SETTIMER CountSeconds,  200 // Run the CountSeconds subroutine every 200 mS (=5 
perSec) 
InitialTime = TotalSeconds  //TotalSeconds value comes from CountSeconds 
subroutine 
PRINT " - Done" 
RETURN 
 
CalcScanTimes: //************************************************************ 
PRINT "\n Calculating scan times " 
FOR i = 1, NumOfScans1   // Create array of Scan times 
TimeOfScan(i) = i * ScanInterval1 
NEXT 
 
IF NumOfScans2 = 0; goto bypass1; 
FOR i= 1,NumOfScans2 
TimeOfScan(NumOfScans1+i) = (NumOfScans1*ScanInterval1)+i*ScanInterval2 
NEXT 
 
bypass1: 
FOR i=1, NumOfScans 
PRINT "\nTOS (",i,") = ",TimeOfScan(i) 
NEXT 
PRINT " - Done" 
RETURN 
 
CountSeconds: //************************************************************ 
CONVERTTIME, 0, txt1$  // Get date/time string from computer's clock 
SecondsUnits =txt1$(19)-48 //19th position in the time string 
SecondsTens = txt1$(18)-48 // subtract 48 to get the decimal value from the 
ASCII value 
Seconds = SecondsTens * 10 + SecondsUnits 
MinutesUnits = txt1$(16)-48 
MinutesTens = txt1$(15)-48 
Minutes = MinutesTens *10 + MinutesUnits 
HoursUnits = txt1$(13)-48 
HoursTens = txt1$(12)-48 
Hours = HoursTens * 10 + HoursUnits 
DaysUnits = txt1$(10)-48 
DaysTens = txt1$(9)-48 
Date = DaysTens * 10 + DaysUnits 
IF PrevDate >= 28;IF Date = 1;NumDaysPrevMonths = Days 
Days = Date + NumDaysPrevMonths 
PrevDate = Date 
TotalSeconds = Days * 86400 + Hours * 3600 + Minutes * 60 + Seconds 
//BEEP 
RETURN 
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WarningBeeps: //************************************************************ 
FOR j = 1,5 
GOSUB BeepSound 
FOR count = 1, 50000;NEXT 
NEXT 
RETURN 
 
BeepSound: //****************************************************************** 
FOR i = 1,15;BEEP;NEXT 
RETURN 
 
RunMotor: //****************************************************************** 
PRINT "\nSend the command, G, to the IMS motor" 
com$ ="G " 
PRINT #3,com$,%13 //send string to com port 
//for bingo =1,Delay;next 
RETURN 
 
Delay1: //****************************************************************** 
PRINT "\nWait for motor to get up to speed" 
t0 = clock() 
t0 = t0 + Delay1 
Loop1: 
if t0>clock();GOTO Loop1 
PRINT "         - Done" 
RETURN 
 
Delay2: //****************************************************************** 
PRINT "\nTime delay to let 2nd detector get to start position" 
t0 = clock() 
t0 = t0 + Delay2 
Loop2: 
if t0>clock();GOTO Loop2 
PRINT "         - Done" 
RETURN 
 
GetAuxData: //****************************************************************** 
PRINT "\nGetting auxilliary data" 
FOR i = 1,2 
 OUTPORT AUXA2, i-1 //Set MUX channel 0=1, 1=2 etc 
 OUTPORTB AUXA1, 0  // Start A2D 
 Ti = clock() + 1 
 GAD1: IF clock()<Ti; GOTO GAD1 //delay 
 HiByte = INP (AUXA1) 
 LoByte = INP (AUXA) 
 LoByte = LoByte & 0xf0 
 LoByte = FLOOR (LoByte/16) 
 AnalogSig = HiByte * 16 + LoByte 
 AnalogVolts(i) = 0.0024383 * AnalogSig - 4.9827 //Calibration parameters for 
DAS08/Jnr A2D card 
 //AnalogVal(i) = AnalogVolts(i) *AnalogCoef(i) 
 FOR bingo = 1,Delay;NEXT 
NEXT 
Intensity1 = AnalogVolts(1)*AnalogCoef(1) 
Intensity2 = AnalogVolts(2)*AnalogCoef(2) 
GOSUB GetTempData 
//SETFORMAT "%+-2.3f" 
//PRINT "\n  Int1 = ",Intensity1, " Arb.Units" 
//PRINT "\n  Int2 = ",Intensity2, " Arb.Units" 
//SETFORMAT "%+-2.2f" 
//PRINT "\n  T1  = ",Temperature1, " Deg.C" 
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//PRINT "\n  T2  = ",Temperature2, " Deg.C" 
//SETFORMAT "%g" // Restore the default print fomat 
RETURN 
 
CompressData:  //*************************************************************** 
// Apply sensitivity correction for each pixel, 
// Truncate 64 pixels at each end using maskSpec, 
// and compress data from 1920 values down to 480 
// if overlapping of detectors needs to be resolved, do that in this subroutine. 
 
// save raw data before correction applied 
FOR i=1, numOfSlices 
 SPEC0=i 
 if saveUncompressedData=1; SAVESPEC unCompressL1filename$, spec0, 0 
NEXT 
FOR i=1, numOfSlices 
 SPEC0=i + numOfSlices 
 if saveUncompressedData=1; SAVESPEC unCompressL2filename$, spec0, 0 
NEXT 
 
//GOTO TRUNCATE         // skip applying correction 
 
// Apply correction: 
SPEC1=larry1DarkCountSpec 
SPEC2=larry1SensitivitySpec 
FOR i=1,numOfSlices 
 SPEC0=i 
 SPECTRA SPEC0=SPEC0 - SPEC1 
 SPECTRA SPEC0=SPEC0/SPEC2 
NEXT 
 
SPEC1=larry2DarkCountSpec 
SPEC2=larry2SensitivitySpec 
FOR i=1,numOfSlices 
 SPEC0=i+numOfSlices 
 SPECTRA SPEC0=SPEC0 - SPEC1 
 SPECTRA SPEC0=SPEC0/SPEC2 
NEXT 
 
TRUNCATE: 
// Truncate and compress 
SPEC1 = maskSpec 
FOR i = 1, 2*numOfSlices 
 SPEC0 = i 
 SPECTRA SPEC0=SPEC1*SPEC0 // the resultant spectrum has range and step 
of the first operand, so SPEC1 must go first 
 START0=1                   // Move the first point back to 1 
 MODIFYLEN SPEC0,480   // Reduce number of data points from 
1920 to 1/4 of that 
 STEP0 = 1      // Restore the x increment to 1 
NEXT 
 
// reverse the spectra from Larry 2, since the first pixel correspond to the 
highest theta, we want it the lowest, as Larry 1 
FOR i = 1, numOfSlices 
 SPEC0 = numOfSlices  + i   // point to the i-th spectrum from Larry2 
 FOR j=1, LEN0/2 
  tempVal = SPEC0(j) 
  SPEC0(j) = SPEC0(LEN0-j+1) 
  SPEC0(LEN0-j+1) = tempVal 
 NEXT 
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NEXT 
 
RETURN 
 
AssembleData: //************************************************************ 
PRINT "\nAssembling data ..." 
GOSUB CompressData 
GOSUB SaveData 
 
// normalizing all spectra with respect to the first data set (at t=0) 
SPEC2=PY1Spec  // Percus-Yevick structure factor 
FOR i = 1 , numOfSlices 
 SPEC0 = i 
 SPEC1 = i + firstSet 
 // comment out the following 2 lines if no normalizing is required. 
 SPECTRA SPEC0 = SPEC0 / SPEC1     // normalize to the 1st data set 
 SPECTRA SPEC0 = SPEC0 * SPEC2  // use PY factor 
 COMMENT0$="scan ",scanNum 
NEXT 
//for Larry2 
SPEC2=PY2Spec  // Percus-Yevick structure factor 
FOR i = 1+numOfSlices , 2*numOfSlices 
 SPEC0 = i 
 SPEC1 = i + firstSet 
 // comment out the following 2 lines if no normalizing is required. 
 SPECTRA SPEC0 = SPEC0 / SPEC1      // normalize to the 1st data set 
 SPECTRA SPEC0 = SPEC0 * SPEC2  // use PY factor 
 COMMENT0$="scan ",scanNum 
NEXT 
 
// Average all values along phi (for one complete rev) 
SPEC2 = baseSpec + 2*scanNum  - 1 
// data for 1st detector 
LEN2 = 0; LEN2 = LEN0               // reset all values inside this spectrum 
to zero 
STEP2=1; START2 = 1 
FOR i=1, cutSliceStart   //average over all slices, ignoring specified 
slices 
 SPEC0 = i 
 SPECTRA SPEC2 = SPEC0 + SPEC2 
NEXT 
FOR i=cutSliceEnd, numOfSlices 
 SPEC0 = i 
 SPECTRA SPEC2 = SPEC0 + SPEC2 
NEXT 
 
SPECTRA SPEC2 = SPEC2 / (numOfSlices-(cutSliceEnd-cutSliceStart-1)) 
// linearize 
SPEC3=qRL1Spec  // qR value spec 
SPEC4=polySpec  // temporary spectrum to store linearized data 
LINEARIZE SPEC3, SPEC2, SPEC4  // linearize data 
SPECTRA SPEC2=SPEC4   // copy linearized data back to spec0 
 
Text0$ = "Scan = ", scanNum, "," 
Text2$ = "Int1 = ",Intensity1, "," 
Text3$ = "Int2 = ",Intensity2, "," 
Text4$ = "T1 = ",Temperature1, "," 
Text5$ = "T2 = ",Temperature2 
 
SPEC9 = L1Time 
SPEC9(scanNum) = dataTime(1) - initialTime 
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SPEC9 = L2Time 
SPEC9(scanNum) = dataTime(2) - initialTime 
SPEC9 = Tempdata 
SPEC9(scanNum) = Temperature2 
 
Text1$ = "Time = ", dataTime(1) - initialTime , ","    // time of the first 
spectrum of this set 
COMMENT2$ = Text0$, Text1$, Text2$, Text3$, Text4$, Text5$ // Write comment 
IF scanNum=1; COMMENT2$ = COMMENT2$,",",generalComment$ // add operator's comment 
on the 1st spec 
SAVESPEC Larry1DataFilename$, SPEC2, 0 // Append spectra to processed data 
file, one at a time 
 
// data for 2nd detector 
SPEC2 = baseSpec + 2*scanNum      // the next spectrum on the time area is for the 
second detector 
LEN2 = 0; LEN2 = LEN0             // reset all values inside this spectrum to zero 
STEP2=1; START2 = 1 
FOR i=numOfSlices+1 , 2*numOfSlices 
 SPEC0 = i 
 SPECTRA SPEC2 = SPEC0 + SPEC2 
NEXT 
SPECTRA SPEC2 = SPEC2 / numOfSlices 
 
SPEC3=qRL2Spec  // qR value spec  
SPEC4=polySpec  // temporary spectrum to store linearized data 
LINEARIZE SPEC3, SPEC2, SPEC4  // linearize data 
SPECTRA SPEC2=SPEC4   // copy linearized data back to spec0 
 
Text1$ = "Time = ", dataTime(2) - initialTime , ","    // time of the first 
spectrum of this set 
COMMENT2$ = Text0$, Text1$, Text2$, Text3$, Text4$, Text5$ // Write comment 
IF scanNum=1; COMMENT2$ = COMMENT2$,",",generalComment$ // add operator's comment 
on the 1st spec 
SAVESPEC Larry2DataFilename$, SPEC2, 0 // Append spectra to processed data 
file, one at a time 
 
REFRESH 
PRINT "         - Done" 
RETURN 
 
SaveData: //****************************************************************** 
// This only saves raw data. If this subroutine is called inside AssembleData, the 
data saved is also compressed and 
// corrected. Processed data is saved in AssembleData subroutine. 
PRINT "\nSaving data from Scan No.", scanNum 
 
// comment for data set from 1st detector 
SPEC0 = 1 
Text0$ = "Scan = ", scanNum, "," 
Text1$ = "Time = ", dataTime(1) - initialTime , ","   // time of the first 
spectrum of this set 
Text2$ = "Int1 = ",Intensity1, "," 
Text3$ = "Int2 = ",Intensity2, "," 
Text4$ = "T1 = ",Temperature1, "," 
Text5$ = "T2 = ",Temperature2 
COMMENT0$ = Text0$, Text1$, Text2$, Text3$, Text4$, Text5$ // Write comment 
IF scanNum=0; COMMENT0$ = COMMENT0$,",",generalComment$ // add operator's comment 
on the 0th spec 
 
// comment for data set from 2nd detector 
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SPEC0 = 1+numOfSlices 
Text1$ = "Time = ", dataTime(2) - initialTime , "," 
COMMENT0$ = Text0$, Text1$, Text2$, Text3$, Text4$, Text5$ 
IF scanNum = 0; COMMENT0$ = COMMENT0$,",", generalComment$ // add operator's 
comment on the 0th spec 
 
FOR i =1, numOfSlices 
 SPEC0 = i // Spectrum pointer points to compressed spectra from No. 1 of 
Larry1 
 SAVESPEC L1RawDataFilename$, SPEC0, 0 // Append spectra to data file, 
one at a time 
NEXT 
FOR i =1, numOfSlices 
 SPEC0 = i+numOfSlices // Spectrum pointer points to compressed spectra 
from No. 1 of Larry2 
 SAVESPEC L2RawDataFilename$, SPEC0, 0 // Append spectra to data file, 
one at a time 
NEXT 
 
for bingo = 1,Delay;next 
PRINT "         - Done" 
RETURN 
 
ProcessFirstDataSet: //********************************************************* 
PRINT "\nProcessing data from scan no.0" 
GOSUB CompressData 
GOSUB SaveData 
FOR i=1 , 2*numOfSlices  // Copy all spectra of the first set to the next 
available spectra space 
 SPEC0 = i     // This will be used to normalize all 
subsequent data sets 
 SPEC1 = i + firstSet 
 SPECTRA SPEC1 = SPEC0 
 //SMOOTHF SPEC1,cutOffFreq  // Smooth data using Fourier series with cut-off 
frequency set above 
 
// SPEC2 = polySpec     // Polynomial fit 
// POLYNOME polyOrder, SPEC0, SPEC2 
// x=START0 
// FOR j=1,LEN0 
//  CALCPOLYNOME x,SPEC2,y 
//  SPEC1(j) = y 
//  x=x+STEP0 
// NEXT 
NEXT 
RETURN 
 
DisplayData: //***************************************************************** 
SPEC1 = baseSpec+scanNum*2-1 
ATTACH ZOOM 1 
ZOOM ADD SPEC1 
SPEC1 = baseSpec+scanNum*2 
ATTACH ZOOM 2 
ZOOM ADD SPEC1 
RETURN 
 
DisplayWindows: //************************************************************** 
WINDOW TEXT SET 0,200,630,180 
ATTACH DUMP 
WINDOW DUMP SET 0,0,200,200 
ATTACH ZOOM //open zoom window #1 
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WINDOW ZOOM SET 200,0,200,200 
ATTACH ZOOM //open zoom window #2 
WINDOW ZOOM SET 400,0,200,200 
RETURN 
 
LaserOffMaybe: //************************************************************ 
PRINT "\nSwitch Laser OFF (if time till next scan > laser min off time)" 
PRINT "\nTimeTillNextScan = ",TimeTillNextScan,"   LaserMinOffTime = 
",LaserMinOffTime 
IF TimeTillNextScan > LaserMinOffTime;GOSUB LaserOff 
RETURN 
 
LaserOff: //****************************************************************** 
PRINT "\nSwitch Laser OFF " 
OUTPORT AUXA3,0 
LaserStatus = 0 
PRINT "          - Done" 
RETURN 
 
GetTempData: //************************************************************ 
//PRINT "\nGetting Temperature data" 
FOR i = 3,4 
  OUTPORT AUXA2, i-1 //Set MUX channel 0=1, 1=2 etc 
  OUTPORTB AUXA1, 0 // Start A2D 
  Ti = clock() + 1 
  GTD1: IF clock()<Ti; GOTO GTD1 //delay 
    HiByte = INP (AUXA1) 
    LoByte = INP (AUXA) 
    LoByte = LoByte & 0xf0 
    LoByte = FLOOR (LoByte/16) 
  AnalogSig = HiByte * 16 + LoByte 
    AnalogVolts(i) = 0.0024383 * AnalogSig - 4.9827 //Calibration parameters for 
DAS08/Jnr A2D card 
    DataSum(i) = 0 // Initialise variable to store sum 
    For j=1,NoToAv 
 DataSum(i) = DataSum(i) + AnalogVolts(i) 
 //DataSum4 = dataSum4 + AnalogVolts(4) 
     NEXT 
NEXT 
Temperature1 = (DataSum(3)*10/NoToAv-0.8813)/ 1.0491 // *10 to convert 2 V to 20 
DegC 
Temperature2 = (DataSum(4)*10/NoToAv-0.0687)/1.0732 // 0.0687 & 1.0732 are cal 
correction factors 
 
//SETFORMAT "%+-2.3f" 
//PRINT "\nAnalog voltage ", i, " = ",AnalogVolts(i), " Volts" 
//SETFORMAT "%g" // Restore the default print fomat 
//AnalogVal(i) = AnalogVolts(i) *AnalogCoef(i) 
//FOR bingo = 1,Delay;next 
//NEXT 
RETURN 
 
TimeWindow: // ***************************************************************** 
// Display a little window to show the number of seconds till the next scan & 
current temperatures 
 
CONTROL OPEN 0,200,175,130,"Data collection running!" 
// 0,0 = centre of screen, any other value puts it in top LH corner of o/p win 
// x,y,w,h:if x <= 0 -> in the middle horizontally, otherwise in the left side. 
//         if y <= 0 -> in the middle vertically, otherwise in the top or pushed 
down if y large. 
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CONTROL ADD TEXT 30,8,150,20, "Time till next scan"; 
CONTROL ADD TEXT 120,40,60,100, "Sec."; 
CONTROL ADD VBX, 50,32,65, 50,"Mt.vbx","MT_DISP","",delay_disp 
 CONTROL VBX,delay_disp,SET,"Width",1000 // Width of black window 
 CONTROL VBX,delay_disp,SET,"Height",400 
 CONTROL VBX,delay_disp,SET,"Format",0 
 CONTROL VBX,delay_disp,SET,"LED DigitsLeft",5 
 CONTROL VBX,delay_disp,SET,"LED DigitsRight",0 
 CONTROL VBX,delay_disp,SET,"LED DisplayColor",5 // 5 = Cyan 
 
 CONTROL VBX,delay_disp,SET,"Value",TimeTillNextScan 
 
CONTROL ADD VBX, 50,66,65, 50,"Mt.vbx","MT_DISP","",T1Disp 
 CONTROL VBX,T1Disp,SET,"Width",1000 // Width of black window 
 CONTROL VBX,T1Disp,SET,"Height",400 
 CONTROL VBX,T1Disp,SET,"Format",0 
 CONTROL VBX,T1Disp,SET,"LED DigitsLeft",2 
 CONTROL VBX,T1Disp,SET,"LED DigitsRight",1 
 CONTROL VBX,T1Disp,SET,"LED DisplayColor",12 //12 = Grey 
 
 CONTROL VBX,T1Disp,SET,"Value",Temperature1 
 
CONTROL ADD VBX, 50,88,65, 50,"Mt.vbx","MT_DISP","",T2Disp 
 CONTROL VBX,T2Disp,SET,"Width",1000 // Width of black window 
 CONTROL VBX,T2Disp,SET,"Height",400 
 CONTROL VBX,T2Disp,SET,"Format",0 
 CONTROL VBX,T2Disp,SET,"LED DigitsLeft",2 
 CONTROL VBX,T2Disp,SET,"LED DigitsRight",1 
 CONTROL VBX,T2Disp,SET,"LED DisplayColor",12 // 12 = Grey 
 
 CONTROL VBX,T2Disp,SET,"Value",Temperature2 
 
CONTROL ADD TEXT 0,72,50,20, "  T1  =" 
CONTROL ADD TEXT 0,94,50,20, "  T2  =" 
CONTROL ADD TEXT 120,73,60,100, "Deg. C"; 
CONTROL ADD TEXT 120,95,60,100, "Deg. C"; 
 
 
CONTROL SHOW 
RETURN 
 
GetData:
 //************************************************************************ 
PRINT "\nCollecting data" 
//GOTO skip 
// Larry 1 writes to spectra 1-32, Larry 2 writes to spectra 33-64 (done in Fire) 
// LarryNum=1 or 2  Choose Larry Number 1 or 2 
 
Ti=390       // Integration time - min value = 
8 mS 
Average = 1      // ie NO AVERAGING 
TimeSlices=numOfSlices  // Number of time slices - must be between 1 and 100 
 
// Board parameters 
IrqNo=7       // ADC card IRQ number 
Base=0x300      // ADC card  base address 
BufSize=2048     // 2048 for  LARRY 
DeviceType=3     // 3=LARRY 
CardType=1      // 1=ADC500, 10=NONE (simulation) 
TimeOption=0     // no Time option (all slices have same 
Int time) 
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DisableOption=0    // no Disable IRQ option 
ChannelAmount=2    // Number of CCD modules 
CcdBase=0      // Offset for VxD function, must be 0 
 
DIM Tim(2),Enable(8)   // This program uses 2 of 8 possible CCD 
modules 
for i=1,8;Enable(i)=0;next // disable all 8 channels 
Notify=0       // Notify message skip value, 
0=don't skip any 
 
LarryNum = 1 
Chan = 1 
Enable(LarryNum)=1     // enable Larry number 1 
dataTime(LarryNum)=totalSeconds  // record time of data for this scan 
gosub Fire 
Enable(LarryNum)=0     // Disable Larry number 1 
 
GOSUB Delay2 
 
LarryNum = 2 
Chan = 2 
Enable(LarryNum)=1     // enable Larry number 2 
dataTime(LarryNum)=totalSeconds // record time of data for this scan 
gosub Fire 
Enable(LarryNum)=0     //Disable Larry number 2 
 
//Skip:         // Used if there is no 
hardware 
//FOR Bingo = 1,Delay;NEXT 
//PRINT "          - Done" 
RETURN 
 
Fire: ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
PRINT "\nFire ",LarryNum 
gosub ConnectVxD      // Let's connect to VxD (no check for error) 
Gosub SetDisableOption  // Set DisableOption as defined by DisableOption 
Gosub SetTimeOption   // Set TimeOption as defined by TimeOption 
for i=1,2;Tim(i)=Ti;next // Set times for both channels to be the same 
Gosub SetTime     // Set time to Tim() 
Gosub SetEnable    // Set Enable channels to Enable() 
 
// ***** This is starting point for new scan with the same parameters 
d=0        // variable to detect the message 
gosub EnableNotifyEvent  // Enable VxD to send us NotifyEvents 
GOSUB BeepSound 
gosub StartAccumulation  // Start measurements according to Average 
 
again:  // **** Start the loop until all are spectra acumulated 
if d=0;goto again    // No new messages from VxD, waiting loop 
d=0        // clear data ready flag 
GOSUB GetAccuNumber   // Read current accumulation number for 
channel 0 
If Accu < 32;GOTO again 
GOSUB BeepSound 
 
FOR i=1,numOfSlices 
 Slice = i 
 GOSUB LoadSlice 
NEXT 
 
REFRESH 
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PRINT "  - Done" 
RETURN 
//=============End of Getdata  - Getdata Subroutines follow ========== 
 
LoadSlice: //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// 
 
SPEC0 = Slice + (Chan-1)*numOfSlices 
gosub GetSpec  // load (Chan,Slice) into spec0 
gosub GetTime  // get system time when this slice was measured 
 
// ?????? 
if Slice=1;if Chan=1;p9=t 
t=t-p9   // make the first channel first slice at time 0 
COMMENT0$=t  // write time into comment 
RETURN 
 
Handler:d=d+1 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
return     // Handler is called by VXD driver 
 
ConnectVxD: //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
VXD OPEN "CCD_VXD.VXD" 1 
if result<>0;Res=-1;return  // Cannot load VxD 
OPEN #CcdInfo$ output #1  // Open string to hold binary TCcdInfo 
structure 
Res=-1     // Result member of TCcdInfo 
Buffer=0     // Return VxD Data Buffer address here 
SAVE 
#1,INTEGER4,Res,Buffer,IrqNo,Base,BufSize,ChannelAmount,TimeSlices,DeviceType,Card
Type 
// TCcdEventInfo substructures. Tell VxD where to send the messages 
GETWINHANDLE Handle // SSP window handle to recieve messages 
GETWINEVENT MsgId  // Standard message ID processed by SSP 
GETMARK Handler,Word // The Word parameter of message contains subroutine 
'Handler:' 
GOSUB CcdEventInfo // Create CcdNotifyEventInfo - write it into the same 
CcdInfo$ string 
GOSUB CcdEventInfo // Create CcdEndEventInfo 
CLOSE #1     // Close opened string 
 
// *********** Registering application with VxD (VxD function code=1) 
VXD COM 1,CcdBase+1,CcdInfo$ // The function=CcdBase+1 - CCD_REGISTER command 
if result<>1;Res=-2;VXD CLOSE 1;return 
 
// *********** Checking result of connection: the updated 'Res' member of TCcdInfo 
structure 
OPEN #CcdInfo$ input #1  // Open string for input. The VXD has updated some 
fields in it 
LOAD #1,INTEGER4,Res   // Result is the first in structure 
LOAD #1,UNSIGNED4,Buffer // Buffer address 
CLOSE #1       // Close it. We don't need the 
rest of the data in structure 
return 
// Prints CcdEventInfo structure into stream #1 (CdInfo structure) 
CcdEventInfo: 
SAVE #1,unsigned4,Handle 
SAVE #1,UNSIGNED4,MsgId 
SAVE #1,UNSIGNED2,Word 
SAVE #1,unsigned4,0,0,0 
return 
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SetTimeOption: ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
OPEN #TimeOption$ output 1;SAVE 1,INTEGER4,TimeOption;CLOSE 1 
VXD COM 1,CcdBase+9,TimeOption$ 
return 
 
SetDisableOption: ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
OPEN #DisableOption$ output 1;SAVE 1,INTEGER4,DisableOption;CLOSE 1 
VXD COM 1,CcdBase+8,DisableOption$ 
return 
 
SetEnable: //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
OPEN #Enable$ output 1 // create integer4 type Enable array (one element for each 
channel) 
SAVE #1,INTEGER4,Enable(1),Enable(2) 
CLOSE #1 
VXD COM 1,CcdBase+4,Enable$ 
return 
 
SetTime: //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
OPEN #tim$ output 1   // we must present times for all channels as 
long integers 
SAVE #1,INTEGER4,Tim(1),Tim(2);CLOSE #1 
VXD COM 1,CcdBase+3,Tim$ // Run VxD function SETTIME (code=3) 
return 
 
EnableNotifyEvent: //////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
VXD COM 1,CcdBase+11 // Enable VxD to send us NotifyEvent message 
return 
 
StartAccumulation: //////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Parameters: Accumulate - how many spectra to average, 0=real time 
// Notify - if need to skip some NotifyEvents. Set to 0 in most cases 
OPEN #Accu$ output 1 // we need 2 parameters 
SAVE #1,INTEGER4,Average,Notify;CLOSE 1 
VXD COM 1,CcdBase+6,Accu$ 
return 
 
StopScan: //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
VXD COM 1,CcdBase+7 
return 
 
GetAccuNumber: ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
Accu=0   // ask for Accu for channel 0 // Returns: Accu 
OPEN #accu$ output 1;SAVE 1,integer4,Accu;close 1 
VXD COM 1,CcdBase+12,accu$ 
OPEN #accu$ input 1;LOAD 1,integer4,Accu;close 1 
return 
 
GetSpec: //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 // SPEC0 - spectrum where to load data 
 // Slice - Time Slice number (1....TimeSlices) 
 // Chan - CCD module numbner (1...ChannelAmount) 
 // Accu - how many spectra were currently accumulated 
 // Sets the comment to system time for this slice 
if Slice>TimeSlices;return 
if Slice <1;return 
if Chan>ChannelAmount;return 
if Chan<1;return 
// Check if SPEC0 has right length 
if len0<>BufSize;len0=0;len0=BufSize;start0=1;step0=1 
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pos=(Slice-1+(Chan-1)*TimeSlices)*BufSize*4 // data position in VxD data 
buffer 
OPENMEM Buffer+pos,BufSize*4,2   // Open VxD shared memory buffer to 
access it as a file 
spec9=0      // create a temporary spectrum pointer 
SPEC9 
spectra spec9=spec0  // Make spectrum SPEC9 exactly the same as targed 
spectrum 
LOAD 2,unsigned4,spec9 // load spectrum points from buffer as unsigned*4 type 
CLOSE 2 
// In the next lines we convert the pseudo-float format in VxD buffer into 
// normal float number using fast spectral arithmetics 
spectra spec9=spec9/65536 
spectra spec0=floor(spec9) 
spectra spec9=spec9-spec0 
if Accu>0;spectra spec9=spec9*65536/Accu 
spectra spec0=spec0+spec9 
//Comment0$=p // Set the comment of the target spectrum to time value of the 
slice 
return 
 
GetTime: //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 // Parameter: Slice, Chan. Returns T in ms 
OPEN #TimePos$ output 1;SAVE #1,integer4,Slice-1,Chan-1;close #1 
VXD COM 1,CcdBase+14,TimePos$ 
OPEN #TimePos$ input #1;LOAD #1,integer4,p1,p2;CLOSE 1 
t=(p1+p2)/2 
return 
 
CheckDataFileNames:   // ******************************************************* 
// This subroutine check if the data filename specified in the User Parameter part 
has already existed. 
// If the file exists, this will give a warning and stops the program all 
together, user must change the 
// DataFileName$ value and rerun. This prevents previous data being overwritten 
accidentally. 
 
checkFileName$ =  L1RawDataFilename$  
GOSUB CheckExistingFile 
checkFileName$ = L2RawDataFilename$  
GOSUB CheckExistingFile 
checkFileName$ = Larry1DataFilename$  
GOSUB CheckExistingFile 
checkFileName$ = Larry2DataFilename$ 
GOSUB CheckExistingFile 
if saveUncompressedData=1; checkFileName$ = unCompressL1filename$; GOSUB 
CheckExistingFile 
if saveUncompressedData=1; checkFileName$ = unCompressL2filename$; GOSUB 
CheckExistingFile 
RETURN 
 
// ***************************************************************************** 
// Check if a file already exists, if it does then display error and terminate the 
program 
// Input parameter:  checkFileName$  -  name of the file to check. 
CheckExistingFile: 
 
OPEN checkFileName$ FOR INPUT AS #1 
IF RESULT = 0; CLOSE #1; GOSUB BeepSound; 
+ PRINT "\nFile ", checkFileName$, " already exists! \nEnter new data filename and 
re-run."; STOPP 
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RETURN 
 
CalcPercusYevick: 
//****************************************************************************** 
// calculate the Percus-Yevick structure factor 
 
SPEC0=maskSpec  // get the length of a compress spectrum 
PRINT "\nCalculating the Percus-Yevick structure factor..." 
SPEC9=PY1spec  // prepare output parameter for subroutine Spy (SPEC9) 
LEN9=0; LEN9=LEN0/4; START9=1 
theta0=theta1  // set input parameter (theta0) for subroutine Spy 
GOSUB Spy 
COMMENT9$="Larry1 Percus-Yevick structure factor" 
 
SPEC9=PY2spec  // prepare output parameter for subroutine Spy (SPEC9) 
LEN9=0; LEN9=LEN0/4; START9=1 
theta0=theta2  // set input parameter (theta0) for subroutine Spy 
GOSUB Spy 
COMMENT9$="Larry2 Percus-Yevick structure factor" 
 
PRINT "  -done" 
RETURN 
 
Spy: 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Subroutine calculating the Percus-Yevick structure factor as a function of 
scattering vector q 
// Input parameters:  
// theta0 angle at centre of detector array 
// d diameter of particles 
// phi volume fraction of sample 
// Output: 
// SPEC9 spectrum that contains values of the the Percus-Yevick structure 
factor at the specified detector 
 
FOR chan=1,LEN9 
 // angle of the 'chan'th' pixel, in radian. 28.7mm is the width of the 
detector array, 
 // 512=equivalent number of channels to that width. R=135.2mm is the 
distance from the centre to the pixel. 
 theta=theta0*3.1416/180+(chan-480/2)*(28.7/512/135.2) 
 // n=1.474 refractive index of the fluid. lamda=532nm wavelength of green 
laser. 
 q=4*3.1416*1.474/(532e-9)*sin(theta/2) 
 QQ=q*d 
 nn=phi - phi^2/16 
 aa=(1+2*nn)^2/(1-nn)^4 
 bb=-6*nn*((1+nn/2)^2/(1-nn)^4) 
 cc=(nn*aa)/2 
 S1=2/QQ^2*(12*cc/QQ^2-bb) 
 S2=sin(QQ)/QQ*(aa+2*bb+4*cc-24*cc/QQ^2) 
 S3=cos(QQ)*(2/QQ^2*(bb+6*cc-12*cc/QQ^2) - aa-bb-cc) 
 Spy=1/(1+24*nn*(S1+S2+S3)/QQ^2) 
 SPEC9(chan)=Spy 
NEXT 
RETURN 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
// Load correction spectra into reserved spectra space (start at 
larry1DarkCountSpec) to correct sensitivity and dark count of the detectors. 
LoadCorrectionSpec: 
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PRINT "\nLoading correcting spectra..." 
SPEC0 = larry1DarkCountSpec 
LOADSPEC correctSpecFileName$, SPEC0, 1 
SPEC0= larry2DarkCountSpec 
LOADSPEC correctSpecFileName$, SPEC0, 2 
SPEC0= larry1SensitivitySpec 
LOADSPEC correctSpecFileName$, SPEC0, 3 
SPEC0=larry2SensitivitySpec 
LOADSPEC correctSpecFileName$, SPEC0, 4 
PRINT "   done." 
RETURN 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
//Save qR values into processed data files for more convenience when using 
exported files. 
SaveQR: 
print "\nCalculating qR ..." 
SPEC0=maskSpec  // get the spectrum length 
SPEC1=qRL1Spec 
LEN1=0; LEN1=LEN0/4; START1=1 
 
FOR chan=1,LEN1 
 // angle of the 'chan'th' pixel, in radian. 28.7mm is the width of the 
detector array, 
 // 512=equivalent number of channels to that width. R=135.2mm is the 
distance from the centre to the pixel. 
 theta=theta1*3.1416/180+(chan-480/2)*(28.7/512/135.2) 
 // n=1.474 refractive index of the fluid. lamda=532nm wavelength of green 
laser. 
 q=4*3.1416*1.474/(532e-9)*sin(theta/2) 
 qR = q*d/2 // d is the diameter of the particle, initialised in the first 
part of the program 
 SPEC1(chan) = qR 
NEXT 
COMMENT1$ = "qR Larry1" 
//SAVESPEC Larry1DataFilename$, SPEC1, 0 
 
SPEC2=qRL2Spec 
LEN2=0; LEN2=LEN1 
 
FOR chan=1,LEN2 
 // angle of the 'chan'th' pixel, in radian. 28.7mm is the width of the 
detector array, 
 // 512=equivalent number of channels to that width. R=135.2mm is the 
distance from the centre to the pixel. 
 theta=theta2*3.1416/180+(chan-480/2)*(28.7/512/135.2) 
 // n=1.474 refractive index of the fluid. lamda=532nm wavelength of green 
laser. 
 q=4*3.1416*1.474/(532e-9)*sin(theta/2) 
 qR = q*d/2 // d is the diameter of the particle, initialized in the first 
part of the program 
 SPEC2(chan) = qR 
NEXT 
COMMENT2$="qR Larry2" 
//SAVESPEC Larry2DataFilename$, SPEC2, 0 
print "   done" 
RETURN 
 
//****************************************************************************** 
Confirm:  
print "\n\nPlease confirm the following parameters:" 
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print "\nNumber of scans = ", numOfScans 
print "\nFirst interval between scans = ", scanInterval1, " s" 
print "\nSecond interval between scans = ", scanInterval2, " s" 
print "\nVolume fraction = ", phi 
print "\nRadius of particles = ", d/2, " m" 
print "\nLarry1 is centred at ", theta1, " deg" 
print "\nLarry2 is centred at ", theta2, " deg" 
print "\nComment:" 
print "\n", generalComment$ 
print "\n\nPlease make sure the above information is correct." 
print "\nPress ENTER if everything is correct, otherwise exit the program now, 
modify the script and rerun", ?key$ 
RETURN 
 
 
saveTimeTemp: 
//******************************************************************************** 
SPEC1 = L1Time 
SPEC2 = L2Time 
SPEC3 = Tempdata 
 
SAVESPEC L1TimeTempfilename$, SPEC1, 0 
SAVESPEC L1TimeTempfilename$, SPEC3, 0 
SAVESPEC L2TimeTempfilename$, SPEC2, 0 
SAVESPEC L2TimeTempfilename$, SPEC3, 0 
 
RETURN 
===================================END========================================== 
 
 
// ___________________________End of program____________________ 
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20. MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET - DECAHYDRONAPHTHALENE 
 
MSDS Number: D0064 --- Effective Date: 11/17/99 
 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
1. Product Identification 
 
     Synonyms: Naphthalene, decahydro; cis and 
     trans-decahydronaphthalene practical; decahydronaphthalene 
     anhydrous; DEC; DECALIN;DE-KALIN 
     CAS No.: 91-17-8 
     Molecular Weight: 138.25 
     Chemical Formula: C10H18 
     Product Codes: G128, G132 
 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
2. Composition/Information on Ingredients 
 
  Ingredient                                CAS No         Percent   Hazardous 
 
  ---------------------------------------   ------------   -------   --------- 
 
 
 
  Decahydronaphthalene                      91-17-8        97 - 100%    Yes 
 
  Naphthalene, 1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-          119-64-2        0 - 3%      Yes 
 
 
 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
3. Hazards Identification 
 
     Emergency Overview 
     -------------------------- 
     WARNING! HARMFUL IF SWALLOWED OR INHALED. ASPIRATION MAY CAUSE 
     LUNG DAMAGE. CAUSES IRRITATION TO SKIN, EYES AND RESPIRATORY 
     TRACT. AFFECTS CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM. FLAMMABLE LIQUID AND 
     VAPOR. 
 
     J.T. Baker SAF-T-DATA(tm) Ratings (Provided here for your 
     convenience) 
     -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------ 
 
     Health Rating: 1 - Slight 
     Flammability Rating: 2 - Moderate 
     Reactivity Rating: 0 - None 
     Contact Rating: 2 - Moderate 
     Lab Protective Equip: GOGGLES; LAB COAT; VENT HOOD; PROPER 
     GLOVES; CLASS B EXTINGUISHER. 
     Storage Color Code: Red (Flammable) 
     -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------ 
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     Potential Health Effects 
     ---------------------------------- 
 
     Inhalation: 
     Causes irritation to the respiratory tract. Symptoms may include 
     coughing, shortness of breath. Exposure to high concentrations 
     may cause numbness, nausea, headache, CNS depression and 
     vomiting. 
     Ingestion: 
     Harmful if swallowed. Direct aspiration into the lungs may cause 
     chemical pneumonitis and may cause lung damage. Causes irritation 
     to the gastrointestinal tract. Symptoms may include nausea, 
     vomiting and diarrhea. 
     Skin Contact: 
     Causes irritation to skin. Symptoms include redness, itching, and 
     pain. May cause dermatitis. 
     Eye Contact: 
     Causes irritation, redness, and pain. Contact may cause eye 
     damage. 
     Chronic Exposure: 
     Prolonged or repeated skin contact may produce a skin infection. 
     Aggravation of Pre-existing Conditions: 
     The use of alcohol beverages may enhance the toxic effects of 
     this substance. 
 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
4. First Aid Measures 
 
     Inhalation: 
     Remove to fresh air. If not breathing, give artificial 
     respiration. If breathing is difficult, give oxygen. Get medical 
     attention. 
     Ingestion: 
     Aspiration hazard. If swallowed, vomiting may occur 
     spontaneously, but DO NOT INDUCE. If vomiting occurs, keep head 
     below hips to prevent aspiration into lungs. Never give anything 
     by mouth to an unconscious person. Call a physician immediately. 
     Skin Contact: 
     Immediately flush skin with plenty of water for at least 15 
     minutes. Remove contaminated clothing and shoes. Get medical 
     attention. Wash clothing before reuse. Thoroughly clean shoes 
     before reuse. 
     Eye Contact: 
     Immediately flush eyes with plenty of water for at least 15 
     minutes, lifting lower and upper eyelids occasionally. Get 
     medical attention immediately. 
 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
5. Fire Fighting Measures 
 
     Fire: 
     Flash point: 58C (136F) CC 
     Autoignition temperature: 250C (482F) 
     Flammable limits in air % by volume: 
     lel: 0.7; uel: 4.9 
     Flammable Liquid and Vapor! 
     Explosion: 
     Above flash point, vapor-air mixtures are explosive within 
     flammable limits noted above. Sealed containers may rupture when 
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     heated. Contact with strong oxidizers may cause fire. Sensitive 
     to static discharge. 
     Fire Extinguishing Media: 
     Dry chemical, alcohol foam or carbon dioxide. Do not use a solid 
     stream of water, since the stream will scatter and spread the 
     fire. 
     Special Information: 
     In the event of a fire, wear full protective clothing and 
     NIOSH-approved self-contained breathing apparatus with full 
     facepiece operated in the pressure demand or other positive 
     pressure mode. Vapors can flow along surfaces to distant ignition 
     source and flash back. 
 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
6. Accidental Release Measures 
 
     Ventilate area of leak or spill. Remove all sources of ignition. 
     Wear appropriate personal protective equipment as specified in 
     Section 8. Isolate hazard area. Keep unnecessary and unprotected 
     personnel from entering. Contain and recover liquid when 
     possible. Use non-sparking tools and equipment. Collect liquid in 
     an appropriate container or absorb with an inert material (e. g., 
     vermiculite, dry sand, earth), and place in a chemical waste 
     container. Do not use combustible materials, such as saw dust. Do 
     not flush to sewer! 
 
     J. T. Baker SOLUSORB(R) solvent adsorbent is recommended for 
     spills of this product. 
 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
7. Handling and Storage 
 
     Keep packed under nitrogen. Protect against physical damage. 
     Store in a cool, dry well-ventilated location, away from any area 
     where the fire hazard may be acute. Outside or detached storage 
     is preferred. Separate from incompatibles. Containers should be 
     bonded and grounded for transfers to avoid static sparks. Storage 
     and use areas should be No Smoking areas. Use non-sparking type 
     tools and equipment, including explosion proof ventilation. 
     Containers of this material may be hazardous when empty since 
     they retain product residues (vapors, liquid); observe all 
     warnings and precautions listed for the product. 
 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
8. Exposure Controls/Personal Protection 
 
     Airborne Exposure Limits: 
     None established. 
     Ventilation System: 
     A system of local and/or general exhaust is recommended to keep 
     employee exposures as low as possible. Local exhaust ventilation 
     is generally preferred because it can control the emissions of 
     the contaminant at its source, preventing dispersion of it into 
     the general work area. Please refer to the ACGIH document, 
     Industrial Ventilation, A Manual of Recommended Practices, most 
     recent edition, for details. 
     Personal Respirators (NIOSH Approved): 
     For conditions of use where exposure to the substance is 
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     apparent, consult an industrial hygienist. For emergencies, or 
     instances where the exposure levels are not known, use a 
     full-facepiece positive-pressure, air-supplied respirator. 
     WARNING: Air purifying respirators do not protect workers in 
     oxygen-deficient atmospheres. 
     Skin Protection: 
     Wear impervious protective clothing, including boots, gloves, lab 
     coat, apron or coveralls, as appropriate, to prevent skin 
     contact. 
     Eye Protection: 
     Use chemical safety goggles and/or a full face shield where 
     splashing is possible. Maintain eye wash fountain and 
     quick-drench facilities in work area. 
 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
9. Physical and Chemical Properties 
 
     Appearance: 
     Clear, colorless liquid. 
     Odor: 
     Slight odor resembling methanol. 
     Solubility: 
     Insoluble in water. 
     Specific Gravity: 
     0.896 
     pH: 
     No information found. 
     % Volatiles by volume @ 21C (70F): 
     100 
     Boiling Point: 
     Trans: 187C (369F) cis: 196C (384F) 
     Melting Point: 
     Trans: -31C (-23F) cis: -43C (135F) 
     Vapor Density (Air=1): 
     4.76 
     Vapor Pressure (mm Hg): 
     Cis: 2.3 
     Evaporation Rate (BuAc=1): 
     No information found. 
 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
10. Stability and Reactivity 
 
     Stability: 
     Stable under ordinary conditions of use and storage. Hygroscopic. 
     Reacts violently with strong oxidizers. Potentially explosive 
     peroxides can form on long-time storage in contact with air. 
     Light and heat accelerate peroxide formation. 
     Hazardous Decomposition Products: 
     Carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide may form when heated to 
     decomposition. 
     Hazardous Polymerization: 
     Will not occur. 
     Incompatibilities: 
     Strong oxidizers. 
     Conditions to Avoid: 
     Heat, flame, ignition sources, incompatibles, light, and air. 
 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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11. Toxicological Information 
 
     Oral rat LD50: 4170 mg/Kg Skin rabbit LD50: 5900 mg/Kg Inhalation 
     rat LC50: 710 ppm/4H Investigated as a tumorigen. 
 
  --------\Cancer Lists\------------------------------------------------------ 
 
                                         ---NTP Carcinogen--- 
 
  Ingredient                             Known    Anticipated    IARC Category 
 
  ------------------------------------   -----    -----------    ------------- 
 
  Decahydronaphthalene (91-17-8)          No          No            None 
 
  Naphthalene, 1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-        No          No            None 
 
  (119-64-2) 
 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
12. Ecological Information 
 
     Environmental Fate: 
     When released into the soil, this material may biodegrade to a 
     moderate extent. When released to water, this material is 
     expected to quickly evaporate. This material may bioaccumulate to 
     some extent. When released into the air, this material is 
     expected to be readily degraded by reaction with photochemically 
     produced hydroxyl radicals. 
     Environmental Toxicity: 
     No information found. 
 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
13. Disposal Considerations 
 
     Whatever cannot be saved for recovery or recycling should be 
     handled as hazardous waste and sent to a RCRA approved waste 
     facility. Processing, use or contamination of this product may 
     change the waste management options. State and local disposal 
     regulations may differ from federal disposal regulations. Dispose 
     of container and unused contents in accordance with federal, 
     state and local requirements. 
 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
14. Transport Information 
 
     Domestic (Land, D.O.T.) 
     ----------------------- 
     Proper Shipping Name: DECAHYDRONAPHTHALENES 
     Hazard Class: 3 
     UN/NA: UN1147 
     Packing Group: III 
     Information reported for product/size: 20L 
 
     International (Water, I.M.O.) 
     ----------------------------- 
     Proper Shipping Name: DECAHYDRONAPHTHALENES 
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     Hazard Class: 3.3 
     UN/NA: UN1147 
     Packing Group: III 
     Information reported for product/size: 20L 
 
     International (Air, I.C.A.O.) 
     ----------------------------- 
     Proper Shipping Name: DECAHYDRONAPHTHALENES 
     Hazard Class: 3.3 
     UN/NA: UN1147 
     Packing Group: III 
     Information reported for product/size: 20L 
 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
15. Regulatory Information 
 
  --------\Chemical Inventory Status - Part 1\--------------------------------- 
 
  Ingredient                                       TSCA  EC   Japan  Australia 
 
  -----------------------------------------------  ----  ---  -----  --------- 
 
  Decahydronaphthalene (91-17-8)                    Yes  Yes   Yes      Yes 
 
  Naphthalene, 1,2,3,4-tetrahydro- (119-64-2)       Yes  Yes   Yes      Yes 
 
 
 
  --------\Chemical Inventory Status - Part 2\--------------------------------- 
 
                                                          --Canada-- 
 
  Ingredient                                       Korea  DSL   NDSL  Phil. 
 
  -----------------------------------------------  -----  ---   ----  ----- 
 
  Decahydronaphthalene (91-17-8)                    Yes   Yes   No     Yes 
 
  Naphthalene, 1,2,3,4-tetrahydro- (119-64-2)       Yes   Yes   No     Yes 
 
 
 
  --------\Federal, State & International Regulations - Part 1\---------------- 
 
                                             -SARA 302-    ------SARA 313------ 
 
  Ingredient                                 RQ    TPQ     List  Chemical Catg. 
 
  -----------------------------------------  ---   -----   ----  -------------- 
 
  Decahydronaphthalene (91-17-8)             No    No      No         No 
 
  Naphthalene, 1,2,3,4-tetrahydro- (119-64-2)No    No      No         No 
 
 
 
  --------\Federal, State & International Regulations - Part 2\---------------- 
 
                                                        -RCRA-    -TSCA- 
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  Ingredient                                 CERCLA     261.33     8(d) 
 
  -----------------------------------------  ------     ------    ------ 
 
  Decahydronaphthalene (91-17-8)             No         No         No 
 
  Naphthalene, 1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-           No         No         No 
 
  (119-64-2) 
 
 
 
 
 
Chemical Weapons Convention:  No     TSCA 12(b):  No     CDTA:  No 
 
SARA 311/312:  Acute: Yes      Chronic: Yes  Fire: Yes Pressure: No 
 
Reactivity: No          (Mixture / Liquid) 
 
     Australian Hazchem Code: 3[Z] 
     Poison Schedule: No information found. 
     WHMIS: 
     This MSDS has been prepared according to the hazard criteria of 
     the Controlled Products Regulations (CPR) and the MSDS contains 
     all of the information required by the CPR. 
 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
16. Other Information 
 
     NFPA Ratings: Health: 2 Flammability: 2 Reactivity: 0 
     Label Hazard Warning: 
     WARNING! HARMFUL IF SWALLOWED OR INHALED. ASPIRATION MAY CAUSE 
     LUNG DAMAGE. CAUSES IRRITATION TO SKIN, EYES AND RESPIRATORY 
     TRACT. AFFECTS CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM. FLAMMABLE LIQUID AND 
     VAPOR. 
     Label Precautions: 
     Avoid breathing vapor or mist. 
     Avoid contact with eyes, skin and clothing. 
     Keep container closed. 
     Use only with adequate ventilation. 
     Wash thoroughly after handling. 
     Keep away from heat, sparks and flame. 
     Label First Aid: 
     Aspiration hazard. If swallowed, vomiting may occur 
     spontaneously, but DO NOT INDUCE. If vomiting occurs, keep head 
     below hips to prevent aspiration into lungs. Never give anything 
     by mouth to an unconscious person. Call a physician immediately. 
     If inhaled, remove to fresh air. If not breathing, give 
     artificial respiration. If breathing is difficult, give oxygen. 
     In case of contact, immediately flush eyes or skin with plenty of 
     water for at least 15 minutes. Remove contaminated clothing and 
     shoes. Wash clothing before reuse. In all cases, get medical 
     attention. 
     Product Use: 
     Laboratory Reagent. 
     Revision Information: 
     No changes. 
     Disclaimer: 
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**********************************************************************************
************** 
 
     Mallinckrodt Baker, Inc. provides the information contained 
     herein in good faith but makes no representation as to its 
     comprehensiveness or accuracy. This document is intended only as 
     a guide to the appropriate precautionary handling of the material 
     by a properly trained person using this product. Individuals 
     receiving the information must exercise their independent 
     judgment in determining its appropriateness for a particular 
     purpose. MALLINCKRODT BAKER, INC. MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR 
     WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT 
     LIMITATION ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A 
     PARTICULAR PURPOSE WITH RESPECT TO THE INFORMATION SET FORTH 
     HEREIN OR THE PRODUCT TO WHICH THE INFORMATION REFERS. 
     ACCORDINGLY, MALLINCKRODT BAKER, INC. WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR 
     DAMAGES RESULTING FROM USE OF OR RELIANCE UPON THIS INFORMATION. 
     
**********************************************************************************
************** 
 
     Prepared by: Strategic Services Division 
     Phone Number: (314) 539-1600 (U.S.A.) 
 
